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Task Force LCS to Examine and
Enhance Reliability, Sustainability,
Lethality, Manning, and Training
CAPT EDWARD LUNDQUIST, USN (RET)

Commander, Naval Surface Forces Vice Adm. Roy Kitchener established
Task Force Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) to consolidate efforts and drive
actions across the LCS program based on the findings from the LCS
Study conducted in 2020.
As a result of the study, Task Force LCS is focusing on four lines of
operation; reliability, sustainability, lethality, and force generation. A
senior O-6 Captain is assigned to each line of operation. It is their
responsibility to drive efforts to resolve any issues by using analytics
to identify key levers that the Navy will take for action.
PACIFIC OCEAN (March 18, 2021) The Independence variant littoral
combat ship USS Gabrielle Giffords (LCS 10) launches a Naval Strike
The ultimate goal of the task force is to resolve the systemic issues Missile as part of shipboard operational testing and evaluation. The Naval
of the platform by using data driven solutions. This will allow the Strike Missile is a long-range, precision strike weapon that can find and
Navy to better employ the ship within the spectrum of warfare. This destroy enemy ships. (U.S. Navy Photo)
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The Navy describes LCS as a fast, agile, mission-focused surface
combatant designed to operate in near-shore environments against
21st-century coastal threats. It is also capable of supporting forward
presence, maritime security, sea control, and deterrence.
The basic seaframe has a core capability to defend itself and conduct
one of the three focused missions by installing mission packages. LCS
comes in two variants, the Freedom variant, built by an industry team
led at the Fincantieri Marinette Marine Shipyard in Wisconsin; and
the Independence variant built by Austal USA in Alabama.
Both ships were designed to operate manned and unmanned aircraft
and employ a variety of offboard systems as part of the respective
mission packages. Ships from LCS 5 and onward have rotational
crews so the ships can remain deployed longer.
The Navy has experienced numerous problems with the ships — the
combining gear for the Freedom-variant being the most notable.
RENK AG redesigned the combining gear component earlier this
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year and is scheduled do at sea testing on one of the newest LCS this
fall. The Navy suspended future Freedom-class deliveries until RENK
can demonstrate the combining gear design problem is fixed.
The Task Force consists of experts from Naval Surface Forces, the
Office of the Chief of Naval Operations Surface Warfare Division
(N96), the Program Executive Office, Naval Sea Systems Command
Unmanned and Small Combatants (PEO USC) LCS Strike Team, and
the Navy Regional Maintenance Center.
Kitchener appointed Rear Adm. Robert Nowakowski — a Navy
Reserve Surface Warfare Officer with a civilian career as a process
engineer — to guide the Navy in a systematic approach to tackling
the problems with LCS.
Using data from PEO USC, the task force has identified 32 "key
reliability issues" across all the ships of both variants, predominantly
related to the engines, electrical generation, and waterjets.
“We found that we were having high failure rates on some critical
parts that were reducing our number of days underway,” Kitchener
said.
Nowakowski and the Task Force are using data-driven solutions to
apply fixes to the platform. When speaking about the purpose of
the analysis Kitchener said “try to understand where your biggest
return on investment is and where can you go to move the needle
the fastest.”
The Task Force will be examining how maintenance is conducted by
the crews of the ships, shore-based maintenance detachments, and
contractors.
“We are having a challenging time meeting fleet commander
operational requirements due to sustainment,” Kitchener said.
The task force is looking at ways to rework the Preventative
Maintenance System (PMS) requirements by reviewing with the
technical warrant holders on what checks can be reduced in
frequency to allow the crew more time at sea. They are also looking
at how to implement the Maintenance Execution Teams (METs) — a
Sailor-centric team in forward locations in support of maintenance
during deployed operations. These teams will provide specialized
assistance from Sailors on station, thus greatly reducing the need for

Independence-variant littoral combat ship USS Gabrielle Giffords (LCS 10)
launches a Naval Strike Missile (NSM) during exercise Pacific Griffin.(U.S.
Navy Photo)
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contractors to conduct maintenance and repairs.
The deployments in Fourth and Seventh Fleet proved that having
flexible maintenance support was critical to keep the platform up
and running during deployed operations.
Part of the task force’s mission is also to make LCS more lethal and
the addition of the Naval Strike Missile (NSM) certainly adds a
big punch. According to the Navy, “NSM is a long-range, precision
strike weapon that flies at sea-skimming altitude, has terrainfollowing capability and uses an advanced seeker for precise
targeting.”
The system was successfully tested aboard USS Gabrielle Giffords
(LCS 10) in October 2019 during exercise Pacific Griffin near
Guam. In March 2021, the Gabrielle Giffords test-fired the Naval
Strike Missile Block 1A. As of May 2021, the Navy has installed
NSM on four Independence-variant LCSs (LCS 6, 10, 16, 18) and
will continue to install NSM on LCS hulls this year — prioritizing
U.S. Pacific Fleet deploying LCSs. NSM will also be installed on all
hulls from LCS 5 and follow-on in the future.
Kitchener said the Navy was also looking at other options that can
give LCS “a longer reach.”
The USS Tulsa (LCS 16) and the USS Charleston (LCS 18) are
currently deployed in the Seventh Fleet Area of Operations.
Both are Independence variant LCSs planned for MCM Mission
Package and are currently using aviation assets of that package.
Both Tulsa and Charleston deployed with the aviation components
of the mine countermeasures mission package; which include the
Airborne Laser Mine Detection System (ALMDS) and the Airborne
Mine Neutralization System (AMNS) that deploy via the MH60 helicopter and the Coastal Battlefield Reconnaissance and
Analysis (COBRA) systems that deploys from MQ-8 Fire Scout
unmanned aerial vehicle.
The USS Sioux City (LCS 11) and USS Wichita (LCS 13) are
configured for the Surface Warfare mission module and are
currently deployed to U.S. Fourth Fleet with embarked Coast
Guard Law enforcement detachments supporting Joint Interagency
Task Force South’s counter-illicit drug trafficking missions in the
Caribbean and Eastern Pacific.

PONCE, PUERTO RICO (April 23, 2021) — The Freedom-variant littoral
combat ships USS Wichita (LCS 13) and USS Sioux City (LCS 11),
moored in Ponce, Puerto Rico, April 23, 2021. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass
Communication Specialist 2nd Class Marianne Guemo/Released)
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Despite the material problems, LCS has proven to be superb in
conducting missions that frees up larger ships for more critical
needs. With its shallow draft, LCS can visit many ports that larger
ships cannot enter. Its size closely approximates what many of our
allied and partner nations have; making it ideal for exercises like
the Cooperation Afloat Readiness and Training (CARAT) maritime
exercise in the Indo-Pacific region or UNITAS in Central and South
America.
Several ships have been designated for early retirement. The USS
Independence (LCS 2) will decommission on July 31, 2021, and
the USS Freedom (LCS 1) will decommission on Sept. 30, 2021.
The FY22 budget for the Navy identifies four additional LCS for
decommissioning: USS Forth Worth (LCS 3), USS Coronado (LCS 4),
USS Detroit (LCS 7), and USS Little Rock (LCS 9).
According to the Navy, the ships will be taken out of active service
because of the extensive cost associated with modernizing to the
standard of the newer “Block Buy” of LCS 5 and beyond. Their
reasoning for decommissioning LCS 7 and 9 was that these two ships
were the most suitable to divest, so that the Navy could “prioritize
lethality and survivability upgrades to where they are most needed.”

CARIBBEAN SEA (April 10, 2021) -- The Freedom-variant littoral combat
ship USS Sioux City (LCS 11), transits the Caribbean Sea, April 10, 2021.
Sioux City is deployed to the U.S. 4th Fleet area of operations to support
Joint Interagency Task Force South’s mission, which includes counter-illicit
drug trafficking missions in the Caribbean and Eastern Pacific. (U.S. Navy
photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Marianne Guemo/
Released)

While 23 ships have been commissioned since the first LCS, Freedom,
joined the fleet in 2008 they only recently started to deploy in
2019. To date, ships of either variant have executed nine rotational
deployments. In FY21, the Navy is conducting six Indo Pacific
Command (INDOPACOM) and Southern Command (SOUTHCOM)
deployments with LCS.
That said, CNO and “SWO Boss” are committed to making these
ships successful.
“I am sighted on getting LCS in a better place. These are ships that
we have. My responsibility, as I see it, is to put them in a place where
we can count on them, when I put them to sea, that they can go out
there and they can operate with a high degree of reliability, and
they actually bring a lethal capability that in day-to-day competition
provides deterrent capability, but in a fight, they actually bring
something to the table,” said Gilday. “I’m going to deliver that with
LCS in this decade.”

PHILIPPINE SEA (June 13, 2021) Independence-variant littoral combat ship
USS Tulsa (LCS 16) conducts routine operations in the Philippine Sea. Tulsa,
part of Destroyer Squadron Seven, is on a rotational deployment operating
in the U.S. 7th fleet area of operations to enhance interoperability with
partners and serve as a ready-response force in support of a free and open
Indo-Pacific region. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist
2nd Class Colby A. Mothershead)

CARIBBEAN SEA (May 29, 2021) -- Sailors assigned to the Freedom-variant littoral combat ship USS Sioux City (LCS 11), conduct a freshwater washdown,
May 29, 2021. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Marianne Guemo/Released)
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Supporting the Surface Fleet with
Unmanned Systems
A Concept of Operations for Nested Unmanned
Surface Vehicles
BY CAPT GEORGE GALDORISI, USN (RET)

Perspective
The U.S. Navy is committed to integrating unmanned systems in
the Fleet for a host of reasons. This is seen in the Navy’s official
Force Structure Assessment, as well as in a series of “Future Fleet
Architecture Studies.” In each of these studies: one by the Chief of
Naval Operations Staff, one by the MITRE Corporation, and one by
the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments; the proposed
future Navy Fleet architecture had large numbers of air, surface,
and subsurface unmanned systems working along the Navy’s manned
platforms.
America’s new maritime strategy, Advantage at Sea, reconfirms the
Navy’s commitment to unmanned systems as an important part of the
Sea Service’s assets, noting, in part, “Cost-effective platforms and
manned-unmanned teaming will increase the capacity of the fleet
and expand our ability to distribute our forces…Naval forces will
mix larger platforms with standoff capabilities and smaller, moreaffordable platforms—including optionally manned or unmanned
assets—that increase our offensive lethality and speed of maneuver.”
In January 2021, the Chief of Naval Operations issued CNO
NAVPLAN (Navigation Plan) designed to chart the course for how
the Navy will execute the Tri-Service Maritime Strategy Advantage
at Sea. Not surprisingly, this document identifies unmanned systems
as an important part of the Navy’s future plans. Most recently, in
March 2021, the Department of the Navy released its UNMANNED
Campaign Framework describing the Service’s vision for integrating
these platforms into the Fleet.
A Focus on Unmanned Surface Vessels
As an indication of the U.S. Navy’s commitment to an unmanned future,
especially a future of fielding substantial numbers of unmanned
surface vehicles, a panel of naval experts from various organizations
emphasized this commitment and provided part of the “why” behind
the Navy’s course change.
Ronald O’Rourke, naval affairs specialist at the Congressional
Research Service, noted that, “The Navy’s next force structure
assessment likely will add significant numbers of large and mediumsized unmanned surface vessels to meet the challenges of a new era
of Great Power competition. The emphasis on unmanned for the new
shift in fleet composition would show the urgency with which the Navy
is attacking the situation, even without a concept of operations as to
how these vessels would be used.
Bryan Clark, senior fellow of the Center for Strategic and Budgetary
Assessments, noted that, “One reason for the move was the speed to
which unmanned vessels can integrate into the fleet. You are more
likely to find a way to use unmanned single-mission vessels in the fleet
than new multi-mission manned vessels.”
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A U.S. Navy Expeditionary Fast Transport. The bow of the T38 Devil Ray
is in the foreground. Photo Credit: Jack Rowley

The U.S. Navy’s commitment to unmanned systems is unlikely to
wane as increasingly, these platforms continue to prove their utility
in performing the dull, dirty, and dangerous work that the Navy
previously assigned to manned platforms. As Navy’s Deputy Chief
of Naval Operations for Warfare Systems, Rear Admiral William
Merz, explained in an interview, “We have a lot to learn on the
unmanned surface vehicles, we have all said that in testimony. But
we are at the point where we really have to get them out there
to start understanding how tough these things are, how robust,
and how are they going to integrate with the fleet…That the
lack of knowledge is exactly why the Navy needed to make this
investment right away.”
As one indication of the Navy’s vision for unmanned surface
vehicles, in an article in U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, the Naval
Sea Systems Command Program Manager for Unmanned Maritime
Systems (PMS-406), Captain Peter Small, described how the Navy
is accelerating plans to integrate unmanned maritime systems into
the Fleet as well as the value of these systems in enabling the
Navy to reach its operational goals such as distributed maritime
operations:
In unmanned surface warfare, the Navy has accelerated plans
to develop medium and large USVs. Under the distributed
maritime operations concept, the medium USV (MUSV) is a
distributed sensing platform and the large USV (LUSV) is an
adjunct magazine to bolster the lethality and survivability of
the surface force.
The Navy is committed to developing unmanned maritime
systems for employment alongside manned combatants.
Investment in unmanned technologies continues to grow,
balanced carefully with other fleet recapitalization efforts.
These tough trades are an acknowledgment that the Navy
cannot implement distributed maritime operations without
affordable unmanned systems.
As another indication that the Navy intends to move deliberatively
to integrate unmanned surface vehicles into the Fleet, as part of his
remarks in January, at Surface Navy Association’s 33rd National
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Symposium, Captain Small, noted that, “The Navy is working on
designs for its future Large and Medium Unmanned Surface Vessels
that would be “essentially unmanned,” but allow them to support
small crews for limited and specific missions such as getting underway
and returning to a pier, refueling and doing repair work at sea.”
Congressional Concerns
However, in that same address, Captain Small emphasized the
importance of getting the hull, mechanical and electrical (HME)
aspects of unmanned maritime systems right, noting that the Navy
is initiating land-based prototyping efforts for HM&E system
automation and reliability to address Congressional concerns. And
it is these Congressional worries that the Navy – and especially the
Surface Navy – must address in order to accelerate the deployment
of unmanned surface vehicles into the Fleet.
Readers of Surface SITREP are well aware that Congress is skeptical
of the Navy’s ambitious plans to rapidly integrate unmanned surface
vehicles into the Fleet. Here is how one analyst put it in a June 2020
article in Defense News:
Unmanned surface vessels are all the rage in the office of the
Secretary of Defense, and the U.S. Navy has lined up behind
the effort. But Congress remains skeptical until it sees the Navy
make progress on the basics.
In the latest sign of Congressional ambivalence on unmanned
surface warships, the House Seapower and Projection Forces
subcommittee called for restricting funding for procurement of
any large, unmanned surface vessels—LUSVs—until the Navy
can certify it has worked out an appropriate hull, mechanical
and electrical system and that it can operate autonomously for
30 days consecutively.
Furthermore, the Navy must demonstrate a reliable operating
system and that any systems integrated into the platform—
sonars, radars, etc.—are likewise functioning and reliable,
according to the text of the Seapower subcommittee’s mark of
the FY21 National Defense Authorization Act, Congress’s annual
defense policy bill.
In short, the language would mean the Navy could not spend
procurement dollars on a large, unmanned surface vessel
until they have a working model and not try to develop those
technologies on the fly.
It is the same kind of subsystem development language that was
championed in the Senate Armed Services Committee’s mark
of the FY21 NDAA, that requires the Navy to qualify the main
engines and generators for certain unmanned surface vessels
prior to vessel procurement, according to a summary of the mark.
The U.S. Navy’s lack of a concept of operations for operating the
large numbers of unmanned surface and undersea vessels was put
this way in an October 2020 article in USNI News:
The Navy has pitched a range of missions for its unmanned surface
and undersea vessels, ranging from gathering intelligence,
laying mines to launching missiles – the latter of which Congress
strongly opposes at this point in the USV’s development – but
few concrete concepts of operations have been released, and
the finer details of the Pentagon’s Battle Force 2045 still have
not been released.

These Congressional concerns regarding unmanned surface vessel
hull, mechanical and electrical concerns and the ability of the Navy
to develop platforms that meet basic reliability standards; as well
as criticisms that the Navy has not yet presented a basic concept
of operations for how it intends to use the large number of large,
medium and small USVs it seeks to procure, must be addressed if
the Surface Navy wishes to capitalize on the enormous potential
of USVs to support tomorrow’s Navy as well as the Navy-AfterNext.
A Concept of Operations for Unmanned Surface Vessel
Employment
While the Navy Warfare Development Command is charged with
designing a detailed concept of operations for Navy weapons
systems, their mandate is typically focused on developing these
CONOPS for extant systems, or for those that are well along in
development and part of a funded program of record. In the case
of the myriad unmanned maritime systems the Navy is currently
evaluating, not all are part of programs of record. Therefore,
it is left to other entities to devise these CONOPS in much the
same way as the Navy’s Strategic Studies Group developed an
overarching concept of operations for unmanned systems some
years ago.
A proposed concept of operations that may well lead to a more
rapid integration of unmanned systems into the Fleet is to marry
various size unmanned surface, subsurface and aerial unmanned
vehicles to perform missions that the U.S. Navy has—and will
continue to have—as the Navy-After-Next evolves. Simply put, the
Navy can use the evolving large, unmanned surface vehicle (LUSV)
as a “truck” to move smaller USVs, UUVs and UAVs into the battle
space in the increasingly contested littoral and expeditionary
environment.
The Navy has categorized the range of USV’s into “Large” LUSV,
“Medium” MUSV, and “Small” USV categories. The technical
challenge is to make these different sized craft work together as
an integrated team of platforms that not only operate together
but can be launched and recovered from each other in a larger
UxV-UxV operational, mission-focused, environment. Effectively,
this integration can be looked at as “Nested Dolls” where the LUSV
is sized to operate as part of a Navy Strike Group. The LUSV will
carry the MUSVs onboard and they in turn are configured to carry
the small USV, along with UAVs and UUVs. This represents a true
Nested Dolls approach.
While there are a plethora of important Navy missions this Nested
Dolls combination of unmanned platforms can accomplish, this article
will focus on three: intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance;
expeditionary logistics; and mine countermeasures. There are
many large, medium, small and ultra-small unmanned systems
that can be adopted for these missions. The technical challenge
remains that they must be designed to ensure that the multiple
sized UxVs associated with these missions can be adapted to work
together in a common mission goal.
Thus, rather than speaking in hypotheticals as to how unmanned
vehicles might be employed for these three missions, I will offer
concrete examples describing how commercial off the shelf
unmanned systems have been evaluated during a number of Navy
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and Marine Corps exercises, experiments and demonstrations. In each
case, these systems not only demonstrated mission accomplishment,
but also the hull, mechanical and electrical (HME) attributes and
maturity that Congress is demanding before proceeding ahead with
robust acquisition of Navy unmanned systems.
While there are many large, medium, and small USVs that can be
married together in a Nested Dolls CONOPS, I will focus on those
that I have seen utilized in a number of recent Navy and Marine
Corps exercises, experiments, and demonstrations, as well as those
that appear to have traction with Navy officials. For the small and
medium category, I will focus on the MANTAS and Devil Ray USVs.
For the LUSV I will focus on the Navy’s mid- and long-range plans
to develop LUSVs as well as a recent Navy initiative to modify the
expeditionary fast transport USNS Apalachicola (EPF 13) to establish
the ship as an autonomous prototype.
Small and Medium USV Performance in Intelligence Surveillance
and Reconnaissance, Expeditionary Logistics, and Mine
Countermeasures Missions
As noted above, the Navy has cast a wide net and evaluated any
number of USVs that can potentially fulfill these important missions.
My focus is to explain how commercial-off-the-shelf small and
medium USVs have already been put in the hands of Sailors and
Marines. Therefore, I will use these as building blocks for the Nested
Dolls CONOPS.
Intelligence Surveillance and Reconnaissance Mission
For centuries, commanders have struggled to collect enough information
to give them the edge in combat. As the Duke of Wellington famously
said, “All the business of war is to endeavour to find out what you
don’t know by what you do; that’s what I call guessing what’s on the
other side of the hill.” From Salamis, to Lepanto, to Trafalgar, to
Jutland to other naval battles, commanders have attempted to lift the
“fog of war” by determining where the enemy was sailing.
The Ship-to-Shore Maneuver Exploration and Experimentation

(S2ME2) Advanced Naval Technology Exercise (ANTX) (S2ME2
ANTX) provided an opportunity to demonstrate innovative
technology that could be used to address gaps in capabilities for
naval expeditionary strike groups. S2ME2 ANTX had a focus on
unmanned surface systems that could provide real-time ISR and
intelligence of the battlefield (IPB) of the battlespace.
During the assault phase of S2ME2 ANTX, the expeditionary
commander used a USV to thwart enemy defenses. The amphibious
forces operated an eight-foot MANTAS USV which swam into the
enemy harbor (the Del Mar Boat Basin on the Southern California
coast) undetected, and relayed information to the amphibious
force command center using its TASKER C2 system. Once this ISR
mission was complete, the MANTAS USV was driven into the surf
zone to provide IPB on obstacle location, beach gradient, water
conditions and other information crucial to planners.
Expeditionary Logistics Mission
While ISR and IPB are vital in an amphibious assault, once the
assault is underway and Marines are on the beach, a critical factor
in ensuring their success is rapid resupply. Using manned naval
craft to do this mission puts operators and vessels at unnecessary
risk. A major Navy-Marine Corps amphibious exercise, Valiant
Shield, evaluated the ability of unmanned surface vehicles to
conduct this resupply mission.
MARFORPAC used USVs during Valiant Shield to resupply the
landing force. The exercise coordinator used a catamaran hull,
12-foot MANTAS USV to provide rapid ship-to-shore logistics
sustainment. While this small, autonomously operated, USV
carried only one hundred and twenty pounds of cargo between
the beach and an offshore MSC supply ship, the proof-of-concept
worked and demonstrated that unmanned surface vehicles could
effectively resupply troops ashore.
Using unmanned vehicles for the sustainment mission can be
a game-changer for expeditionary assault forces. Beyond
taking operators out of harm’s way, using USVs in this role frees
manned craft for other missions. Additionally, having a continuous,

T38 Devil Ray – High Speed Operations
Photo Credit: Jack Rowley
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preprogrammed, logistics resupply process to perform one of the
dull, dirty and dangerous functions important in an amphibious
assault means that there is one less thing for the commander to have
to manage during these operations.
Mine Countermeasures Mission
Mine warfare is not new. Over 150 years ago, Admiral David
Farragut became famous for "damning torpedoes" (mines) at the
entrance to Mobile Bay during the Civil War. The use of mines and
countermeasures to mines have figured significantly in every major
armed conflict and nearly every regional conflict in which the United
States has been involved since the Revolutionary War. Mine warfare
is an essential warfare capability integral to the ability of naval
forces to open and maintain sea lines of communication and to
dominate the littoral battlespace.
During Trident Warrior 2020 a MANTAS 38-foot USV—since
renamed the T38 Devil Ray—served as the “truck” and worked in
concert with a Thayer Mahan Sea Scout Subsea Imaging System
and a Pluto Gigas Mine Neutralization System ROV to detect and
neutralize simulated mines. The Devil Ray is virtually identical in
size to an eleven-meter RHIB carried by many naval ships and can
operate in up to sea state five and survive in sea state seven.
Building Nested Dolls into an Integrated UxV-UxV Solution
As noted above, the building blocks for a CONOPS using USVs
to accomplish important Fleet missions are available in small and
medium USVs that have been evaluated over five years of Navy and
Marine Corps exercises. The question then becomes: how do these
smaller vessels actually get to a location where they can perform
these missions?
It requires a large, unmanned surface vessel (LUSV), that the Navy
is moving out smartly to acquire. This is how an October 2020
Congressional Research Service report describes these vessels:
The Navy envisions LUSVs as being 200 feet to 300 feet in
length and having full load displacements of 1,000 tons to 2,000
tons. The Navy wants LUSVs to be low-cost, high-endurance,
reconfigurable ships based on commercial ship designs, with
ample capacity for carrying various modular payloads—
particularly anti-surface warfare (ASuW) and strike payloads,
meaning principally anti-ship and land-attack missiles. Although
referred to as UVs, LUSVs might be more accurately described as
optionally or lightly manned ships, because they might sometimes
have a few onboard crew members, particularly in the nearer
term as the Navy works out LUSV enabling technologies and
operational concept.
A March 2021 updated Congressional Research Service report,
Navy Large Unmanned Surface and Undersea Vehicles: Background
and Issues for Congress, provided details on the Navy’s plans for
LUSVs and XLUSVs and needs no detailed retelling here. And as
one indication of the Navy’s efforts to accelerate the development
and fielding of LUSVs, in June 2021, as noted above, the Navy
awarded a contract to modify the expeditionary fast transport
USNS Apalachicola (EPF 13) to establish the ship as an autonomous
prototype and ultimately a LUSV. Importantly, this craft has the speed
to keep up with a Navy Strike Group. This is an exciting development
as it indicates that the Navy is more focused on adapting existing
platforms for Fleet use, rather than waiting for a long acquisition

process to produce these vessels.
While there are many ways to describe this CONOPS, I want to
focus on a scenario that is built around an Expeditionary Strike
Group that is underway in the Western Pacific. This Strike Group
includes three LUSVs under supervisory control from a large
amphibious ship. Each LUSV is then further configured with
onboard multiple smaller USVs, UUVs, and UAVs to perform the
ISR, IPB, Logistics and MCM missions. Each of the three LUSVs are
carrying three or more, T38 DEVIL RAY craft configured with small
USVs, UAVs, and UUVs for specific missions.
The Expeditionary Strike Group is on routine patrol about five
hundred nautical miles from the nearest landfall. An incident
occurs in their operating area and the strike group is requested to
(1) obtain reconnaissance of a near-shore littoral area, associated
bays, and river accesses and (2) determine if the entrance to
a specific bay has been mined to prevent ingress. The littoral
coastline covers two hundred nautical miles. This area must be
reconnoitered within twenty-four hours without the use of air assets.
Command staff decides to dispatch the three LUSVs for the
mission. Two LUSVs are each configured with a quantity of four
T38-ISR craft and the third LUSV is configured with a quantity of
four T38-MCM vessels. The single supervisory control station for
the three LUSVs remains manned in the mother-ship for the initial
transit to the MUSV departure point, at which time, two others will
be manned to provide further supervisory control.
The three LUSV depart the strike group steaming together, in a
preset autonomous pattern for two hundred and fifty nautical
miles to a waypoint that is central to the two hundred nautical mile
ISR scan area, two hundred and fifty nautical miles from the shore.
At this waypoint, the LUSV will stop and dispatch the smaller T38
craft and then wait at this location for their return. Steaming at
a cruise speed of twenty-five knots, the waypoint is reached in
about ten hours.
At the dispatch waypoint, the two additional supervisory control
stations are manned (now one per LUSV) and command is given by
the supervisory controllers as follows:
•

Two T38-ISR craft to be launched from each of the two LUSVs
carrying the ISR craft. The autonomous mission previously
downloaded specifies a waypoint location along the coast
for each of the four craft. These waypoints are fifty nautical
miles apart from each other, indicating that each of the four
T38 craft will have an ISR mission of fifty nautical miles to
cover.

•

Two T38-MCM craft to be launched from the third LUSV. The
autonomous mission previously downloaded has them transit
independently along different routes to two independent
waypoints just offshore of the suspected mine presence
area where they will commence mine-like object detection
operations.

•

In this manner, each of the six craft will be transiting
independently and autonomously to their next waypoint
which will be the mission execution start point.

•

Transit from the LUSV launch point, depending on route, will
be about two hundred and fifty to three hundred nautical
miles to their near-shore waypoints. Transit will be at seventy
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T38 Devil Ray – Cruise Speed
Photo Credit: Jack Rowley

to eighty knots to their mission start waypoint near the coast.
Transit time is between four and five hours.
•

have already been preprogrammed for their mission. The
UAVs are unlatched and launched autonomously and the T38
loiters on station awaiting their return. The UAVs send realtime video of the suspect area back to the payload controller
on the ship via relay to the T38, then to the LUSV, and on to
the ship. When the UAV mission is complete, the craft return
to the T38 and, under laser guidance, are autonomously
recovered and latched down on the craft.

The plan is for each of the T38-ISR craft to complete their ISR
scan in four to five hours each and for the two T38-MCM craft
to jointly scan the bottom and the water column for the presence
of mine-like objects in four to five hours at a scan speed of six
to eight knots.

T38-ISR Mission: Four craft fifty nautical miles apart proceeding in
the same general direction to cover all sections of the ISR mission:
•

ISR mission of each T38-ISR craft is at twelve to fifteen knots
cruise speed.

•

Supervisory payload controller/monitors see all data (radar,
camera, sonar) from the T38s under their supervisory control
in real-time as the craft sees it. Depending on communications
paths used, this data may be sent directly to the strike group
from the T38 or may be relayed from the T38 to the LUSV, and
then on to the strike group controllers.

•

During the ISR scan, the payload controller sees a shallow water
bay and river access area that he/she wants additional data
on. The controller commands “stop” to one of the T38-ISR
craft when it is adjacent to the shallow water area that needs
scanning. The controller commands autonomous launch of one
of the two MANTAS T12 craft on that T38 which has already
been preloaded with its autonomous mission. The T38 remains
on station in loiter while the T12 performs its shallow water
ISR scan. When complete, the T12 returns to the T38 where
it is autonomously recovered. The T38 is then commanded to
continue its mission and the supervisory controller adjusts ISR
speed for the rest of mission to accommodate time lost with the
T12 scan.

•

During the ISR scan, a second payload controller of a different
T38-ISR craft sees an area inshore that is suspect and wants to
obtain more information on that area. When passing the suspect
area, the controller commands “stop” to the T38 and further
commands autonomous launch of two of the gyrocopters that
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•

Upon completion of each of the four separate fifty nautical
mile T38 ISR missions at their respective “mission complete
waypoints,” the craft are released by the controller to return
to their LUSVs for recovery onboard.

T38-MCM Mission: Two craft arrive at waypoints near the
underwater scan area:
•

The craft supervisory controller and the EOD operator work
together to ensure that the area is adequately scanned. The
craft controller sends a command to deploy the onboard
sonar.

•

Both craft open moon pool doors and deploy their respective
high resolution multi-beam sonars.

•

Upon further command from the supervisory controller, each
craft deploys its SeaScout UUV tow for side-scan survey of
the area.

•

Each craft has been programmed for the autonomous “lawn
mowing” mine detection mission where the overall scan area
has been split equally between the two craft.

•

The EOD operator sees scan results of both onboard sonar
and SeaScout tow-sonar in real time and has the ability to
work with the supervisory craft controller to interrupt the
autonomous scan to take a second or third pass at any detected
mine-like object for further classification or identification.

•

Upon completion of the underwater mine detection scanning,
the SeaScout UUV tow is autonomously recovered, the
onboard sonar is retrieved within the moon pool and the
moon pool cover is closed.
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•

Both T38-MCM craft are released, by command, to return to
their LUSV for recovery onboard.

I have not included the expeditionary logistics mission in this scenario,
simply to keep the length of this article in bounds, and because the
Navy intends to showcase this mission in upcoming exercises such as
Valiant Shield 2022.
Building On This CONOPS for Additional USV Missions
I am virtually certain that readers of Surface SITREP could easily
think of many more CONOPS for ways that USVs can perform
missions that are important – and vital – for the Surface Fleet and
the Navy. I offer this one as just a starting point for further dialogue
in the community.
The inability of the Navy to develop a convincing CONOPS for the
use of unmanned maritime systems may simply stem from a lack of
imagination. It is increasingly clear that this will require, in Albert
Einstein’s words, a new way of “Figuring out how to think about the
problem.”
One promising initiative regarding the continued development of
unmanned surface vessels is the establishment of Surface Development
Squadron (SURFDEVRON) 1 in San Diego. Created with the mission
to: “Encourage innovation, experimentation, and combat readiness,”
SURFDEVRON1 is charged with integrating unmanned systems into
Navy exercises and accelerating their deployment as Fleet assets.
Putting USVs into Sailors’ hands will likely fast-track the development
of viable CONOPS for these unmanned vessels.
As the Navy looks to allay Congressional concerns and move forward
with the fielding of unmanned maritime systems, the emphasis should
be on packaging these together as multiple-sized and function
vehicles designed for specific missions rather than thinking of each
unmanned maritime system as a “one-of.” This is similar to initiatives
taken by naval aviation to reduce the number of type/model/series
of naval aircraft in order to foster interoperability and commonality
of parts and maintenance requirements.
To be clear, this is not a platform-specific solution, but rather a
concept. When fleet operators see a capability with different size
unmanned COTS platforms in the water working together and
successfully performing the missions presented in this article, they
will likely press industry to produce even more-capable platforms to
perform these missions. While evolutionary in nature, this disruptive
capability delivered using emerging technologies can provide the
U.S. Navy with near-term solutions to vexing operational challenges,
while demonstrating to a skeptical Congress that the Navy does have
a concept-of-operations to employ the unmanned systems it wishes
to procure.

George Galdorisi is Director of Strategic Assessments and Technical Futures for
the Naval Information Warfare Center Pacific. Prior to joining NIWC Pacific,
he completed a thirty-year career as a naval aviator, culminating in 14 years of
consecutive experience as executive officer, commanding officer, commodore,
and chief of staff. In his spare time, he enjoys writing, especially speculative
fiction about the future of warfare.
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Business is Booming, So New Talent is
Needed
When it Comes to Boats and Combatant Craft,
CCD Covers the Whole Spectrum of Technical
Capabilities
CAPT EDWARD LUNDQUIST, USN (RET)

The Combatant Craft Division (CCD) in Norfolk, Virginia, is part
of Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division, and is the
DoD's technical support center and primary source for watercraft
design and system engineering. It also provides the whole spectrum
of technical capabilities across the full life cycle; for total systems
engineering and for manned and unmanned combatant craft boats
and associated systems, for the Navy and DoD.
That includes the naval architectural design for boats and craft, but it
covers the full hull, mechanical, electrical electronics systems design,
and engineering; as well as integration of payloads and mission
packages on the boats and combatant craft. Including survivability,
transportability systems, unit systems integration, test and evaluation,
integrative product support, life cycle management, and industrial
support.
For the Navy, there is a distinction between ships and boats — CCDs
focus is boats.
Combatant Craft Division Head Kip Davis said:
“It is not just a matter of size. Many of the watercraft used by the
Navy and other agencies are high performance and complex craft.
They can be carried on ships or aircraft and are designed to operate
in multiple operational modes and environments, from the high seas
to the shallow waters and beaches where only boats can get to.”
“We’re a very unique organization focused only on small naval boats
and craft…it doesn’t exist anywhere else in the country.”
“With the advent of unmanned systems and the emergence of those
into the fleet, we’re also focused on modeling and simulation, the
hardware-in-the loop testing of autonomous systems.”
Perception Systems
According to Davis, Carderock is investing in the development of
the Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV) autonomy lab and integrations
center:
“It’s essentially a physical infrastructure that is focused on reducing
costs associated with research and testing of the USVs. It is coupled
with an investment that we’ve been able to leverage from Office of
the Secretary of Defense (OSD) Test Resource Management Center
for Autonomous Systems Test Capability, the digital infrastructure
side of the house to support USV modeling and simulation, data
management, and support management of autonomy capability
integrations. Collectively, these two things – the autonomy lab and
integration center, and the autonomous system test capability –
will facilitate rapid development testing, fielding, and insertion of
autonomous solutions to the Navy’s unmanned fleet. I am excited
about that because it definitely aligns to the Navy's unmanned
campaign plan. We are focused on getting reliable USV systems out

GULF OF TADJOURA (June 17, 2021) U.S. Navy Maritime Expeditionary
Security Squadron Eleven (MSRON-11), based at Camp Lemonnier, pulls
away from USNS Patuxent (T-AO-201) with four Somalis who were rescued
from a stranded fishing boat, June 17, 2021. Two MSRON-11 patrol boats
pulled alongside of the Henry J. Kaiser-class underway replenishment oiler
USNS Patuxent (T-AO-201) and received the fishermen before transferring
them over to the Djiboutian Coast Guard patrol boat, Damerjog. (U.S.
Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Jacob Sippel)

to the Navy that can be trusted, so the end users have confidence
in them. We are doing it in a deliberate way, but with a sense
of urgency, which is really the key message that comes out of that
campaign plan.”
The Navy is currently developing a range on unmanned surface
vehicles (USVs), from small to large.
“For the last 20 years, CCD has been at the forefront of the Navy’s
research and development of unmanned systems and unmanned
surface vehicles USVs, with our primary focus being on the smaller
platforms, at least in our early development phase,” said Davis.
“However, the capabilities that we have developed are focused
on the long pole in the tent, which is perception systems. That has
allowed us to leverage and transfer knowledge into these larger
programs. Our area of responsibility today goes from the small
craft up to the medium USV and the planning and design efforts
on the larger USVs.
CCD has been involved with USVs like the Textron CUSV, which
can employ the same hull for different mine countermeasures
payloads, such as an AQS-20 sonar or an influence sweep system.
Different Challenge
CCD’s Senior Craft Design Manager, Jason Marshall, said that
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and underwater vehicles (UUVs)
have been in use for a long time, but they represent a different
challenge. “The problem set is easier for them because they’re in
a homogenous fluid, and usually in an area that doesn’t have a
lot of traffic,” said Marshall. The challenge with surface vessels
is the interface of two different fluids, the air and the water, and
the perception to see where you’re going and navigate is so much
more difficult at that air-water interface.
UAVs operate generally in controlled airspace, with operators
who monitor that airspace and control what is going on. Their
pathways and navigation are controlled by direct oversight. For
USVs to operate on long missions, they must be able to operate
among other vessels, and will need to sense their location and any
11
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traffic or obstacles and avoid them. Furthermore, they must navigate
safely and adhere to the COLREGs “Rules of the Road.”
Autonomy Lab & Integration Center
“CCD’s Autonomy Lab and Integration Center is examining modeling
and simulation and the perception systems that are necessary in the
integration of the command and control in order for us to reach that
full autonomy capability on the water,” Dawson said. “And a key
piece of that is the perception lab where we’re looking at identifying
and qualifying the various sensors to essentially replace the man
on watch who would normally be there in order to meet COLREGs
requirements.
CCD is also studying health monitoring of USVs, which is especially
important for very long missions with no human intervention. “We
need to be able to monitor and understand the health of the
machinery, such as the engines, and do predictions so we make sure
that we know if something’s starting to overheat, degrade or fail. Do
we baby that particular motor and put more load on another system?
Do we alert users that it is something that could lead toward the
mission failure? We’re devoting quite a lot of effort to this.”
CCD has been supporting the program office responsible for the Sea
Hunter and Sea Hawk autonomous medium USN (MUSV) program.
Long-endurance autonomous USV missions present unique challenges
because they are unmanned, maintenance still has to be done at
some level. “When you don’t have somebody on board doing the
daily watch checks and checking for dirt in the fuel or lube oil, that
calls for new protocols for machinery reliability, maintenance, and
sustainment,” said Jason Marshall.
CCD is supporting unmanned small craft up to certain sizes, as well as
the larger USVs for machinery control. “This truly is a collaborative
effort across the Naval Research and Development enterprise. We’re
not going this alone.”
“We most definitely are interested in developing models for those
functional areas of the USVs – the propulsion, autonomy and

communications models, and so on – so that we can stimulate
those models and test them to learn and develop solutions and
provide certification. These systems are going to be reliable and
accomplish their mission. That is what’s exciting about the ASTC
and the autonomy lab and integration center.”
“We’ve got some pretty smart engineers and computer scientists
working right now to develop a modelled marine environment
where we can simulate radar and AIS contacts to test perception
and behavior of the unmanned systems. Essentially, to put the
USV’s electronic brain into this environment so that we can see
how it behaves and reacts and if it does what we expect it to do,”
said CCD Electrical and Electronics Engineering Branch Head Mike
Lowdermilk. With this modeling environment we do not have to
actually put things on the water and operate, with staff and safety
observers in vessels, every time we want to see how the unmanned
system is going to operate and behave. It is some pretty exciting
stuff and it is coming together now.
New Patrol Boats
CCD is also involved in the LCU-1700 program, which is replacing
the aging 1600 class LCUs, currently under construction at Swift
Ships in Louisiana, as well as fielding the next generation of patrol
boats for the Naval Expeditionary Combat Command. “We’re
replacing NECC’s 34-foot PBs with 40-foot PBs that have better
ballistic protection and will be a much more aggressive platform
for them to operate. We are going to buy well over 130 of those
over the next 13 years. We’re also fielding 85-foot near coastal
patrol vessels, built at Metal Shark in Louisiana, for various partner
nations in the U.S. SOUTHCOM area of responsibility.”
Regarding combat craft, the Navy is undergoing a major renewal,
which has deeply involved the CCD team. The new 40-PB is
replacing the existing fleet of 34-PBs.
The events of 9-11 and the bombing of the USS Cole spurred a rush
to buy force protection boats. The 34-PB was bought in significant

Naval Surface Warfare Center-Carderock Division
Combatant Craft Division
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numbers after 9-11, but in the ensuing years the requirements
changed. “Between the time we started buying the boats in 2004
to when the last boats were bought in 2010, we saw phenomenal
requirements changes,” Marshall said. “We’re processing overhauls
and modernizations on those boats in service right now.”

at 250 by the end of the year,” said Jason Marshall. As we
bring new people in, we put them through our own internal naval
boat engineering training curriculum to educate people about the
unique aspects of the work that we do. It’s sort of our own internal
university on naval boat engineering.”

Today, Marshall said CCD and the Navy are using a disciplined
approach, with solid requirements and an acquisition strategy that
looks at commonality and long-term logistic supportability and
sustainability. “We’re seeing that definitely on the 40PB, and some
of our other boats. We’re just now getting rid of that post-Cold War
and post-9/11 generation of ’buy everything we can as fast as we
can‘ boats and getting to more of a measured approach to fulfill the
requirement.”

CCD’s boats are different than everyday commercially available
boats. They may be dropped out of aircraft, carried on ships
or launched from trailers. They may be armed and armored.
“Nobody’s teaching those military-unique features that we’re
bringing to the platforms,” Marshall said. “So, we need to do it
ourselves.”

CCD supports three major enterprises. Surface ships carry either
7- and 11-meter RIBs (ridged inflatable boats). Commander Navy
Installations Command has close to 600 harbor security boats, work
boats and tugs that move the boats, like subs, in and out of docks
and things of that nature. Navy Expeditionary Combat Command
(NECC) has patrol boats, combatant craft, dive boats and other
support craft.
More than 100 34PBs were built by Sea-Ark Boats of Arkansas for
the Navy. The new 40PB is designed and built by Metal Shark of
Louisiana. The Navy bought the design and can award contracts to
other builders to build boats to that design.
The new 40PB has longer mission endurance and on-station time, and
greater ballistic protection for the crew. They are armed with remote
controlled guns. Metal Shark has a contract to build up to 50 40PBs.
Bridging the “Knowledge Gap”

“We have six basic design engineering entities and four systems
engineering entities that are matrixed together,” said Gary
Weaver, CCD Deputy Head. “Each one of those branch heads
– whether it be naval architecture, electrical, electronics, cyber
security, unmanned control systems, logistics engineering, test and
evaluation, mechanical systems, or one of the systems engineering
branches through the life cycle which is the R&D, acquisition, inservice engineering, and special projects – all of those branch
heads have the ‘man, train, and equip’ responsibility to keep their
workforce up and running. With that comes their requirement to
develop curriculum and coursework to get that skill set up to where
it needs to be, even with the new people coming in. The old way
of, ‘we’ll just mentor everybody and that mentorship will suffice as
our training,’ is not going to be able to reach as many people with
all the information they need to be successful.”
Marshall says the CCD team take their jobs very seriously. “The
American people have entrusted their sons and daughters to the
Navy. We need to keep them safe.”

As the Navy brings new boats, combatant craft and USVs online,
the workload for CCD’s knowledgeable and skilled engineers
and technical specialists is growing. With many older and more
experienced workers retiring, CCD has had to recruit and train a
new generation to bridge the “knowledge gap.”
“We’ve gone from a small ‘tribal’ organization to a mid-sized
organization with 230 government employees, and we expect to be

GROTON, Conn. (Feb. 4, 2021) A Naval Submarine Base New London harbor patrol boat participates in a small boat attack drill in support of Exercise
Citadel Shield-Solid Curtain 2021 (CS-SC21). (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Tristan B. Lotz/Released)
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Navy Develops Modular “CONSOL”
Capability to Refuel Oilers at Sea
CAPT EDWARD LUNDQUIST, USN (RET)

A key to persistent presence is the ability for the U.S. Navy warships to
remain at sea for extended missions; while the key to those extended
patrols is to be resupplied while on station by the Navy’s Combat
Logistics Force (CLF) that delivers fuel, ammunition, and stores to the
fleet at sea.
Traditionally the Navy has relied on these logistics ships – including
oilers, ammunition ships and stores ships -- that are loaded at depots
and go out to join with the fleet units to replenish them. Today, some
of those depots could be targeted by long-range precision strike
weapons, making the entire supply chain vulnerable to attack.
While the U.S. Navy has a large CLF fleet, it may not be large enough
in a contested environment. As the range and accuracy of these
weapons grows, the need to have alternatives from major supply
depots and large replenishment ships becomes more important.
The Navy has the ability to pump fuel from commercial oil tankers to
CLF ships at sea. This allows the CLF ships to stay closer to the fleet
instead of returning to a supply depot to reload.
There are commercial tankers chartered to MSC that have fuel
receive-rigs installed. In a 2015 demonstration, U.S.-flagged
commercial tanker M/V Maersk Peary, under charter to MSC,
refueled Henry J. Kaiser-class fleet replenishment oilers USNS
Rappahannock (T-AO 204) and USNS Tippecanoe (T-AO 199) while
at sea. This capability is known as consolidated cargo replenishment
at sea (CONSOL). While this capability has rarely been used, it
does provide logisticians and operators more flexibility and options
for refueling the fleet. Under normal circumstances, MSC’s chartered
tankers would deliver fuel to the Navy’s Defense Fuel Support Points
around the world, where the CLF ships would take on their fuel and
supplies to distribute to the fleet.
CLF ships operated by Military Sealift Command provide underway
replenishment of fuel, fleet cargo and stores to customer ships at sea.
They can carry up to 180,000 barrels of fuel oil and jet fuel that can
support a carrier strike group for several days.

The purpose of the CONSOL capability is to resupply a ship that
can replenish warships underway at sea. By providing fuel to CLF
ships they don’t have to return to a port to refuel. Eliminating those
roundtrips to a depot reduces cost and increases time on station
to support the fleet. Maersk Peary was under a long-term charter
to MSC at the time and was one of four MSC charters that had
been specially outfitted to be able to conduct consolidated cargo
capability operations with fleet replenishment oilers.
Containerized CONSOL Kit
“We’re in the process of developing a ‘kit’ that can be adapted to
just about any commercial tanker that the military could charter. It’s
called the Modular CONSOL Adapter Kit (MCAK),” said UNREP
Engineer Richard Hadley of Naval Surface Warfare Center Port
Hueneme Division.
“By installing it on the deck of a tanker it can refuel other ships
through the receiving ship’s fuel delivery hoses.”
Hadley said MCAK is a temporary installation, and faster to get
done. The installation and removal doesn’t require a lengthy
shipyard period to accomplish. “We’re developing the ability to
put this kit on very quickly. It’s kind of an ‘instant UNREP station.’”
Hadley said MCAK can be installed, tested, and certified within as
little as three days. “You don’t have to go into a big yard period.
You get a trained crew to come out and install it, then you test it,
and the ship is able to sail away very quickly. That is the goal.
We’ve conducted a successful demonstration and have another
scheduled. Once we get the design and equipment approved, it
will start going into production.”
Most commercial tankers have a relatively standard deck
configuration. But MCAK won’t fit on every ship. “We tried to
make it as universal as possible,” Hadley said. “But it’s not going
to fit everything.”
OPLOG (short for Operational Logistics Integration R&D) is a
group of engineers and naval architects finding ways to utilize
technology to increase the efficiency and capability of Military
Sealift Command’s Combat Logistics Force (CLF). OPLOG has
been working on intra-ship and inter-ship improvements for
logistics, handling and movement of cargo more efficiently on a
ship, and between ships. OPLOG is also looking at new refueling
and logistics systems that can improve the ability to support the
distributed maritime operations (DMO) concept. Sonjae Whang is
the NSWC Carderock lead and program manager for OPLOG
and their current Naval Operational Logistics Distribution Systems
(NOLDS) prototype project.
NOLDS is designed to generate solutions, conduct developmental
testing (DT) and operational testing (OT), develop and demonstrate
prototypes, and transition operational logistics solutions in support
of DMO.

Gryphon Technologies is developing the Modular CONSOL Adapter Kit
(MCAK) for rapid prototype development and transition to production.
(Gryphon Technologies)
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The NOLDS Prototype Project includes eight projects. In addition
to MCAK, the team is working on Bulk Fuel Over-the-Shore Storage
and Delivery System, Improved Modular Fuel and Cargo Delivery
Station, Close-in Fuel Rig, Modified Fuel Rig for Astern and Overthe-Shore Refueling, Open Ocean Bulk Fuel Cache, Littoral Bulk
Fuel Cache, and Rapidly Deployable Over-the-Shore Refueling
System.
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While both Port Hueneme and Carderock have contracting authority,
the existing OTA capabilities of the Army’s Program Executive Office
Simulation, Training and Instrumentation (PEO STRI) were postured
to move quickly to contract for a prototype to simulate the new
capabilities and be able to transition technology to get it into the
fleet faster. That’s why the MCAK contract was issued by the Army
as part of the Army Contracting Command’s Training and Readiness
Accelerator (TReX).
Gryphon Technologies was selected in January of this year to
develop the MCAK system from concept through to engineering and
fabrication and on to at-scale prototyping.
MCAK is the first project that OPLOG has developed and will be
transitioning as part of the NOLDS project. OPLOG is also looking
at other refueling and logistics systems that can improve the ability
to support the DMO concept.

Have you moved?
Don’t forget to update your
contact information at
www.navysna.org!

Whang said his Carderock team works closely with Hadley and the
UNREP experts at Port Hueneme.
According to Whang, having a tanker that can be modified quickly
to have this type of underway fuel transfer capability without a
time-consuming shipyard period gives logisticians greater flexibility.
Normally a tanker would have to be taken out of service to give it
this capability. “That’s why we came up with this modular kit that has
everything organic in the containers.”
Whang said the MCAK system can be transported to a forward area
where it can be installed on tankers that can then replenish the fleet
oilers so they can get back to replenishing the warships.
The MCAK system has been tested at sea aboard surrogate vessels.
“We’re coming to an end of development, and getting ready for
kitting and containerization,” said Whang.

Military Sealift Command fleet replenishment oiler USNS Yukon (T-AO 202)
conducted a consolidated cargo replenishment (CONSOL) at sea with the MSC
long-term chartered motor tanker ship Empire State (T-AOT 5193) off the
coast of Southern California April 25-26. The Navy's new Modular CONSOL
Adapter Kit (MCAK) capability will permit more ships to provide fuel to Navy
replenishment ships. (Photo By Sarah Burford)
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Surface Navy Museum News
RADM MIKE SHATYNSKI, USN (RET)

Since our last news update, the crew of the National Museum of the
Surface Navy at the Battleship IOWA has reopened the venue to the
public and is making significant progress in our goal of opening the
museum on the 250th birthday of the U.S. Navy (and the Surface
Navy!) in 2025.
Over the past quarter we have taken several major steps towards
achieving this goal, including welcoming aboard Ambassador Terry
Branstad as one of our esteemed National Campaign Tri-Chairs,
supporting the introduction of designation legislation in both the
House and Senate, receiving funding commitments including major
gifts towards the Veterans Center, opening our Vicky’s Dog House
bistro dining experience, and submitting proposals for over $18
million in sponsorships and grants.
Thank you to everyone who has already become a Plank Owner and
especially to those who have spread the word to shipmates and their
families.
We have completed our Plank Owner program, integration with the
Together We Served social media platform, and will soon implement
the Haze Gray Loyalty Program.
With every donation made, donors will accrue points that can be
redeemed for merchandise, tickets, events, and other benefits. Best of
all, their recognition and benefit status are based on their aggregate
contributions prior to the Surface Navy Museum’s opening in 2025.
The easiest comparison we can draw for this system is to a “frequent
flier” or “credit card points” program.

Our Development Team is hard at work planning and securing
sponsors for the annual Freedom of the Seas Awards in conjunction
with our celebration of the Battle of Leyte Gulf in WWII. This
two-day celebration begins with the Surface Navy Association’s
Award Luncheon on Friday, October 22 and ends with the Freedom
of the Seas Awards dinner on Saturday, October 23. Both events
will be held on the fantail of the Battleship IOWA, the latter to
include a reception and delicious three-course dinner inspired by
a celebrity chef, all against the magnificent backdrop of the Los
Angeles Harbor.
Our recent successful hull preservation campaign was conducted
and communicated primarily via our popular YouTube channel. We
will not need a new building to house the Surface Navy Museum
since it will be contained on the 2nd and 3rd decks, but we will
need to ensure preservation of artifact #1, the USS IOWA, with
our industry-leading hull preservation program. You can find a
treasure trove of videos and topics, including our recent Memorial
Day Remembrance Ceremony at:
https://www.youtube.com/
user/ussiowamuseum.
None of this would be possible without our enormous volunteer
crew that contributes over 60,000 hours annually, our passionate
and committed staff, and our donors who believe in our mission
and share our vision. We look forward to working with each of
you to build your Surface Navy Museum! Remember to become
a Plank Owner via our NMSN website and, if you are interested
in supporting any of these initiatives or making a legacy gift,
please reach out to our Development Team at: development@
labattleship.com.

Our three mission-driven pillars are Education, Veterans, and
Community. On the education front, we have expanded accessibility
to our Education and Tour programs across the nation, particularly to
under-served communities of youth and seniors, with extensive virtual
access. With California’s recent reopening, our on-site field study
program (STEAM at Sea) and overnight program (Camp Battleship)
are back in high demand.
As mentioned above, the major funding aimed at the Veterans
Center has allowed us to hire eight peer veteran navigators and
complete the build-out of the Veterans Center four years ahead
of schedule! on the community front, we continue to host numerous
disaster preparedness and first responder trainings each month and
LA Fleet Week is tracking to be as big and exciting as ever over this
summer’s Labor Day weekend.

The "Today's Navy" globe will show Museum visitors how America's Surface
Navy remains important for Freedom of the Seas around the world.

The Surface Navy Museum will include an interactive STEM experience in the in situ Combat Engagement Center (CEC) for families and youth groups.
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1944: Matchbox Fleet
Excerpt from BEST LITTLE STORIES FROM
THE ANNALS OF THE U. S. COAST GUARD
Two Centuries as First Responders
in Peace and War
BY C. BRIAN KELLY
Copyright 2021 by C. Brian Kelly and Ingrid Smyer-Kelly

The wooden-hulled, 83-foot Coast Guard cutter CGC-1 was in a
rush that early morning off the Normandy coast, but it diverted
from the beaches ahead when its crew saw a British Landing Craft,
Assault (LCA) in trouble--- sinking in fact, its assault troops already
floundering in the chill waters of the English Channel.
Not far away the same morning, CGC-35, also an 83-foot cutter
made of wood, plunged right into the spill of flames from a burning
Landing Craft, Tank (LCT) to hover alongside the stricken craft, take
on survivors, then dash away.
Emerging as yet another heroic vessel at still another moment on
D-Day---June 6, 1944---was CGC-16, also a proud member of the U.
S. Coast Guard’s “Matchbox Fleet” of 60 wooden cutters transferred
from anti-submarine patrol duty off the U. S. East Coast to take
part in the historic Normandy invasion. It was at the suggestion of
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, once upon a time an assistant
secretary of the Navy, that the small cutters, all highly mobile
rescue ships and all built in Brooklyn, New York, were added to the
greatest armada ever gathered. As just one happy result, CGC-16
alone carried out three high-risk rescue missions in the waters off the
Normandy beaches that morning.
But Coast Guard personnel were also present beyond the “Matchbox
Fleet” of fragile cutters that historic day, present by the hundreds
as crews for dozens of Navy ships and landing craft. Either way,
whether they were aboard ships, the speedy cutters or clumsy
landing craft, the Coast Guardsmen were exposed to the same
German 88-artillery rounds, mortars and sheets of machine gun fire
that took a horrific toll among all the Allied personnel taking part in
the Normandy Invasion of World War II.
This was especially the case when the Coast Guard- and Navymanned landing craft closely approached, or grounded, on Utah
or Omaha beaches, opened their front ramps and disgorged their
troops or equipage.
Said one “Coastie” coxswain: “You have no idea how miserable the
Germans made that beach. From a half mile offshore we could see
rows upon rows of jagged obstructions lining the beach. When our
ramp went down and the soldiers started ashore, the {Germans}…
let loose with streams of hot lead which pinged all around us. Why
they didn’t kill everyone in our boat, I will never know.”
Or listen to Motor Machinist Mate 1st Class Clifford W. Lewis, who
was aboard the LCI(L) (Large Infantry Landing Craft) No. 94 shortly
after it beached and landed its troops. “We crunched on the beach
at 0747 amid loud explosions which made the ship shudder.” Pulling
out minutes later, they turned back to assist another landing craft.
At that moment, three shells “burst into the pilot house and exploded.”
Three of his fellow shipmates were killed. Going topside, he found
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pharmacists mates “working over a couple of shapeless hulks lying
in wire baskets and covered with blankets.”
It was “a horrible sight with blood & flesh splattered over
everything,” Lewis noted in his diary entry for June 6, 1944.
He began to help a medic giving one victim blood plasma, but
their shipmate had lost both legs and died after about 15 minutes.
Another had been decapitated, no way to help him, and the third
man, the only one not visibly maimed, already was dead.
That hardly was the end of the day for Lewis and his fellow
crewmen aboard the landing craft. After dropping off two of
his wounded crew members at the outlying Coast Guard troop
transport Samuel Chase (named for Lincoln’s treasury secretary),
his infantry landing craft took on Navy relief crews for smaller
vessels, then “laid off a couple of miles off the beach” as the small
craft came alongside to change crews. Nearby, two battleships,
three cruisers and 14 destroyers “incessantly shelled the beach.”
It was an unforgettable scene. “Many craft were careening crazily
about, some burning, some with huge holes ripped in their side.”
Of the nine infantry landing craft that “beached” on the Red Dog
4 section of Omaha Beach, that morning, he added, only four
“were still usable.”
And next, “Nighttime found Jerry over us. Bombs were dropped
& some mines.”
While Lewis’ damaged landing craft barely survived in operable
shape on D-Day, other Coast Guard-manned vessels did not fare
even that well.
Early that morning, LCI(L) (Large Infantry Landing Craft) No. 85
had run into Omaha Beach at a determined 12 knots. Its crew
“winced as they heard repeated thuds against the vessel’s hull
made by the wood stakes covering the beach like a man-made
forest,” wrote Scott T. Price in the opening lines of his official
history, The U. S. Coast Guard at Normandy.
The LCI(L) then grounded on the sand, but just as it did, “A mine
exploded and ripped a gaping hole in the forward compartments.”
Worse yet: “And then German batteries pummeled the LCI. Many
of the troops were torn to pieces. Those who were still able to
disembark could not, because the explosions had destroyed the
vessel’s landing ramps.”
In sum, it had struck a mine, then was hit by 25 artillery shells,
not to mention machine gun rounds. Its own commanding officer
later said, “The 88’s began hitting the ship, they tore into the
compartments and exploded on the exposed deck. Machine guns
opened up. There was no such thing as a minor wound.”
Burning fiercely, the big landing craft backed off with its crew
doing their best to fight the fires in the forward compartment. As
it began to list threateningly, other craft hurried alongside to take
on uninjured troops. Sticking with their ship until it could reach
“home base” at the attack-transport Chase, the landing craft crew
managed to transfer the wounded to the troop ship just before
their LCI(L) capsized and sank.
Also manned by “Coasties”, infantry landing craft LCI(L) No. 91 hit
a mined obstacle at the beach line, backed off, moved 100 yards
away, then beached again, only to be repeatedly hit by German
88’s. “One shell exploded in the forward troop compartment and
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killed everyone there.” As the ship caught fire, “burning men leapt
into the water.” Not far away, LCI(L) No. 93 safely delivered one
load of troops to the heavily defended beach but took ten direct hits
after grounding on a sand bar while on a second trip to the French
shoreline.
All told, “four Coast Guard-manned LCIs were lost after they made it
to the beach.” In addition, six landing craft vehicles and personnel
(LCVPs) “did not return.”
So unfolded one of the bloodiest days in Coast Guard history, if not
the bloodiest of all.
Still, the plucky wooden cutters making up the “Matchbox Fleet”
had prevented a far worse casualty list for the Army, Navy, Air
Force or the Coast Guard itself, even for other Allied personnel, by
staging one heroic rescue operation after another off the beaches
of Normandy.
As Scott Price wrote, “Matchbox” cutter CGC-1, mentioned above,
was just approaching Omaha Beach at six o’clock that morning as
escort for a group of landing craft. It was still two miles off shore
when a lookout spotted men in the water from that sunken British
landing craft, “and the CGC-1 went to their assistance.”
The stranded Brits were so chilled by the icy Channel waters,
“they were too cold to help themselves aboard.” That meant the
Coast Guard crewmen had to “jump overboard and tie lines to the
survivors,” then help them climb aboard the cutter.
It was a high-risk situation for all involved, yet the Coast Guardsmen
“succeeded in pulling 24 soldiers and four Royal Navy sailors from
the Channel.” The cutter transported the rescued men to the transport
ship Chase, then returned to the crowded waters off Omaha Beach.

of whom were part of the LCI’s Coast Guard crew and transferred
these men to the Chase and once again returned to their station.”
In fact, this “Matchbox” cutter “spent the better part of the day”
within 2,000 yards of the beach under enemy machine-gun and
mortar and artillery fire. No crewman was injured, and the cutter
returned to Britain miraculously “unscathed.”
Obviously, Cutter Number One’s pristine survival of D-Day was
not typical for the 100 or more Coast Guard-manned vessels
employed off the shores of Normandy on D-Day. Many did their
job superbly well, but the Coast Guard “lost more vessels that day
than at any time during its history.” Many of those losses were from
the Matchbox Fleet of cutters, which nonetheless managed to save
more than 400 Allied sailors, soldiers, and downed airmen on that
same historic day.
The Coast Guard’s combat losses for all of World War II, not so
incidentally, stand at 574, plus another 1,343 who died of other
causes such as drowning, disease, accidents, and aircraft crashes.
The total may seem tame by comparison with the millions of losses
suffered by the Navy, Army, Air Corps and Marines …but every
one of the Coast Guard members killed also was an individual
who put his or her life on the line to serve the nation.
In the meantime, amphibious activity obviously was a Coast Guard
specialty during the war. Thus, the Coast Guard fully manned
more than 350 naval ships, including 76 LSTs (Landing Ship, Tank),
21 cargo and attack cargo ships, 75 frigates and 31 transports,
according to a summary gathered by the National Park Service
(Please see The War in the Pacific, “The Coast Guard During
World War II,” https://www. nps.gov/parkhistor/online_books/
npswapa/extContent/...).

Before 10 o’clock that same morning, CGC-1 was at it again. “At
9:45 a.m., they recovered 19 survivors from the LCI(L)-91, fourteen
From the Author:
Little did I know what thrilling stories awaited when I began researching U. S. Coast Guard history for another of my Best Little Stories
from...history books. I mean, first pilot to fly the Atlantic Ocean! Plus helping out the Wright Brothers in their first flight. I mean turning
to Siberian reindeer to keep Alaskan indigenous people from starving, even to fighting heroically in every American war from 1812
to both World Wars to the present day. All a part of Coast Guard history. I mean intercepting the Rum Runners of Prohibition days.
And of course, year after year, the most dramatic rescues imaginable---whether at sea or in the Great Lakes. As for unforgettable
personalities, "Mister Coast Guard", none other than Alex Haley, author of his own family's slavery story, Roots. Like my 11 previous
books, all true Best Little (historical) Stories again." ---C. Brian Kelly, Professor, University of Virginia and SNA Member!
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S U R F ASURFACE
C E N A VNAVY
Y A S ASSOCIATION
S O C I A T I O N MEMBERSHIP
M E M B E R S HAPPLICATION
IP APPLICATION
To join or renew your membership, please complete the form online at navysna.org or complete and mail with payment.

Application Type:

Member Number (if known):

q New

Referred By (if applicable):

q Renew

MEMBER INFORMATION
Last name:

First:

MI:

Branch:

q USN

q USCG

Status:

q Active Duty

q Reserve on Active Duty

q USA

Rank:

Date of Birth:

q USAF

q USMC

q Retired

Street address:

o Foreign Military

q Civilian
Suite/Apt/Building:

City:

State:

Command/Organization:

ZIP Code:

Billet/Position:

Email 1:

Email 2 (Recommend a second email to maintain contact):

Please select email to list in the online members only directory.

o Email 1

o Email 2

Work Phone:

Cell Phone:

How would you like to receive our SITREP Newsletter?

q Email

Regional Chapter Affiliation (See Page 2 for Complete List):

q USPS Mail

o Opt Out

q Opt Out

Are you affiliated with the Coast Guard?

q Yes

q No

MEMBERSHIP TYPE
Active Duty/Reserve on Active Duty:

Life Membership (payment plans are available):
Annual

3 Years

Price

O-7 & Senior

q $30.00

q $70.00

Active Duty/Reserve on Active Duty to age 50

q $350.00

O-6

q $25.00

q $62.50

Active Duty/Reserve on Active Duty 51+

q $250.00

O-4/O-5

q $20.00

q $50.00

Retired/Civilian to age 40

q $450.00

CWO/O-1, O-2, O-3

q $15.00

q $20.00

Retired/Civilian 41-50

q $350.00

Midshipmen

None

q $15.00

Retired/Civilian 51-60

q $250.00

E-7/E-9

q $15.00

q $20.00

Retired/Civilian 61+

q $150.00

E-6 & Below

q $10.00

q $20.00

Retired/Civilian

q $30.00

q $70.00

PAYMENT INFORMATION
Payment Method:

q Check

q MasterCard

Yes, I would like to donate to the VADM Robert Walters Scholarship Fund:
Cardholder Name:
Credit Card Number:

q Visa

q American Express
Amount: $
Total Due: $

Exp Date:

CCV:

Promo Code (if applicable):
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NATIONAL NEWS
2021 VADM ROBERT L. WALTERS
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDEES
BAE SCHOLAR

LOCKHEED MARTIN SCHOLAR

JOSEPH ADAMS

IAN BOSSE

CHAD BROWN

Joseph Adams graduated from Naples
High School, Naples Italy. He will be
attending John Cabot University in Rome,
Italy and plans on studying History.

Ian graduated from Wando High
School, Mt. Pleasant, SC. He will be
attending Clemson University and plans
on studying Mathematics

Chad graduated from his Home School High
School Program and Anne Arundel Community
College (A.S. Degree) Arnold, MD. He will be
attending Notre Dame University and plans
on studying Computer Science.

LOCKHEED MARTIN SCHOLAR

BRIANNA GANTT

MCKENNA JOHNSON

BENNETT KAWAS

Brianna Gantt graduated from Rota
High School, Rota, Spain. She will be
attending the University of Virginia and
plans on studying Finance.

McKenna graduated from Atlantic Coast
High School, Jacksonville, FL. She will be
attending Florida State University and
plans on studying Dietetics.

Bennett graduated from Grassfield High
School, Chesapeake, VA. He will be
attending Virginia Tech and plans on
studying Business Information Technology.
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2021 VADM ROBERT L. WALTERS
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDEES
BAE SCHOLAR

SAMANTHA LAUER

KENDALL LOKAY

SERENA MIRISOLA

Samantha graduated from Lake
Braddock High School, Burke, VA. She
will be attending Northeastern University
and plans on studying Biochemistry.

Kendall graduated from Oakton
High School, Vienna, VA. She will be
attending the University of Virginia and
plans on studying Psychology.

Serena graduated from Portsmouth
High School, Portsmouth, RI. She will be
attending the University of St. Andrews,
Scotland and plans on studying Middle
East Studies and Modern History.

LOCKHEED MARTIN SCHOLAR

CLAIRE MONTGOMERY

COURTNEY SHERIDAN

KATHLEEN TAYLOR

Claire graduated from WashingtonLiberty High School, Arlington, VA.
She will be attending the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago and plans on
studying Art and Animation.

Courtney graduated from Franklin
Regional High School, Murrysville, PA.
She will be a Sophomore attending the
University of Pittsburgh and is studying
Computer Science.

Kathleen graduated from Riverside
High School, Leesburg, VA. She will be
attending the University of Georgia and
plans on studying Biology (Pre-Dental).
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2021 VADM ROBERT L. WALTERS
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDEES
CAPT FRED BERCK SCHOLAR

SOPHIA THEN
Sophia graduated from Lake Braddock
High School, Burke, VA. She will be
attending Washington University in St.
Louis and plans on studying Biology and
Anthropology.

JAMES THOMAS
(ENS, USNR)

James graduated from The U.S. Naval
Academy with a degree in English. He
is currently attending Nashotah House
Theological Seminary to obtain his
Master of Divinity.

TIMOTHY THOMAS
Timothy graduated from Northwest
High School, Germantown, MD. He
will be attending St. Mary’s College
of Maryland and plans on studying
Economics.

LOCKHEED MARTIN SCHOLAR

DENNIS VELEZ

COLLEEN WALSH

KELLY WALSH

Dennis graduated from Robinson
High School, Fairfax, VA. He will
be attending Georgia Institute of
Technology and plans on studying
Mechanical Engineering.

Colleen graduated from Lyme-Old
Lyme High School, Old Lyme, CT. She
will be a Junior attending The University
of Alabama, studying Public Health and
Spanish.

Kelly graduated from Lyme-Old Lyme
High School, Old Lyme, CT. She will be
attending The University of Alabama
studying Public Health.
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NJROTC ESSAY CONTEST
The SNA Essay Contest is open to all our NJROTC High Schools to engage their cadets in understanding
how sailors exhibited honor, courage, and commitment, and what it means to be a shipmate. This year's
subject was the Battle of Iwo Jima.

1ST

PLACE

NJROTC

ESSAY

WINNER

CADET AVA SUHOCKI
COLTS NECK HIGH SCHOOL, COLTS NECK, NY
"Sailors on the Bloody Island and Water surrounding Iwo Jima"
U.S. Navy and Coast Guard personnel who fought at the Battle of
lwo Jima were young, patriotic men who rushed to serve their country.
They did so with honor, courage, and commitment.
The Battle of Iwo Jima resulted in the loss of nearly 7,000 American
servicemen, and it was the Navy chaplains who worked selflessly
to honor them. Chaplains served the spiritual needs of their fellow
Sailors and accompanied Marines to the front. Under enemy fire,
they prayed for the sick, wounded, and dead. Chaplain E. Gage
Hotaling presided over one hundred funerals daily. Chaplains faced
land mines and sniper fire as they worked to honor the men who had
made the ultimate sacrifice.
Courage was found among many during the Battle of Iwo Jima. Navy
frogmen surveyed the Japanese defenses and cleared obstacles
and mines for the invading American forces. They, and the LCI(G)
gunboats that provided support, had little protection. These boats
sustained heavy losses but kept their positions until the mission was
accomplished. Beachmasters, in charge of unloading troops and
supplies from the ships onto the beach, had a life expectancy of ten
minutes in the Pacific Theater, yet they dutifully stood their post.
The commitment shown during the Battle of lwo Jima by the Navy
Corpsmen was extraordinary. Outside of the Marines, corpsmen
experienced the highest casualties. They were a favorite target of
the Japanese; their equipment often identified them to the enemy.
None-the-less, these Sailors, dedicated to providing medical aid to

the wounded, ran to the calls of fallen men. Grenades were thrown
at Corpsman John Willis while he aided a wounded Marine. He
threw eight back but was killed when the ninth exploded in his
hand. Four corpsmen were awarded the Medal of Honor.
During the Battle of Iwo Jima, being a shipmate meant leaving no
man hind. Seaman First Class William Campbell recalled a time
when his crew was unloading a wounded soldier and dropped
him in the water. Reva Jones, a black cook, dove into the water to
pull him back up. On the USS Edmonds, Norman Swanson and his
shipmates jumped overboard to save fellow Sailors from the USS
Bismarck Sea, struck by Kamikaze aircraft.
Trust in one's shipmates was critical and came from the knowledge
that your shipmate was there to do his job. Coast Guard
coxswain, while providing logistical support, had to overcome
the difficulties of the Iwo Jima beaches and unload quickly to
avoid both congestion and gunfire. While providing support for
the minesweepers, the USS Pensacola sustained six hits. The ship
withdrew, but the crew worked diligently to put out the fires and
return to the line.
The sacrifices of these great men resulted in securing what became
a vital airfield for U.S. Forces. Over 2,000 B29 bombers used
the Iwo Jima airfield for emergency landings. Over 25,000 men
were spared. This strategic island advanced the U.S. mission in the
Pacific Theater and paved the way for the invasion of Okinawa.
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NJROTC ESSAY CONTEST

2ND

PLACE

NJROTC

ESSAY

WINNER

CADET ANDREW VANDERGRIFT
GREAT MILLS HIGH SCHOOL, GREAT MILLS, MD
The Unsung Heroes of Iwo Jima
“Among the men who fought on Iwo Jima, uncommon valor was a
common virtue.”
Admiral Chester W. Nimitz penned this quote one month after the
start of the Battle of Iwo Jima, where over 100,000 Marines, Sailors
and Coastguardsmen exhibited the values of Honor, Courage and
Commitment. However, most studies of this momentous struggle focus
on the ground engagement and neglect the heroic sacrifices made by
the US Navy and Coast Guard surface forces. Victory would have
been impossible without their steadfast courage and determination.
The surface forces demonstrated the values of sacrifice and
commitment to the mission before the battle even began. Starting
on 8 December 1944, the sailors aboard the three cruisers and six
destroyers of Cruiser Division 5 laid down a withering bombardment
of 1,500 8-inch and 5,334 5-inch shells. They performed this attack
while constantly braving attack from shore batteries, mines and
aircraft. On 27 December 1944 while supporting an attack on a
Japanese landing ship, the destroyer USS David W. Taylor struck a
mine and suffered a large explosion, flooding the forward magazine
and killing 4 sailors. Heroic damage control efforts preserved the
ship until it could move to safety, preventing the loss of the ship.
On 17 February 1945 final preparations for the landing were
underway. Minesweeping was not complete, so the USS Pensacola
along with several battleships closed to less than 3000 yards
off shore to cover the minesweeping operation. They shelled the gun
emplacements attacking the wooden hulled minesweepers, which
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had not deviated from their mission despite effective enemy fire.
After suppressing several enemy positions, USS Pensacola took
damage from six 4.7” and 6” shells, killing 17 sailors, wounding
119, destroying CIC and a floatplane. Despite this, the Pensacola
only withdrew for a moment until its damage control crews brought
the ship back into action. The officers and crew of the Pensacola
could have easily and justifiably withdrawn for much longer to
make more extensive repairs and secure their own safety, but their
courage and commitment kept them in the fight and enabled them
to complete their mission.
When the Marines landed on February 19th 1945 they were not
alone. Their landing craft were piloted by Coastguardsmen, who
took the Marines to shore while braving relentless enemy artillery
and then returned to do it all again. They were extensively trained
in operating small craft, some having been watermen or civilian
boat operators who may have been able to get an exemption
from service. However, they decided to use their civilian skills to
serve their country and safely bring landing forces to shore.
In closing, victory at Iwo Jima would not have been possible without
the Honor, Courage and Commitment demonstrated by the surface
forces of the US Navy and Coast Guard. We all owe a debt of
gratitude to the bravery of the Sailors and Coastguardsmen who
made victory possible.
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NJROTC ESSAY CONTEST

3RD

PLACE

NJROTC

ESSAY

WINNER

CADET VICTORIA GURGOS
SPRING HIGH SCHOOL, SPRING, TX
“Among the Americans who served on Iwo Island, uncommon valor
was a common virtue."
~Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, World War II Commander in Chief,
U.S. Pacific Fleet and Commander in Chief, Pacific Ocean Areas
This extraordinary valor extended far beyond those who set foot on
the island itself. The victory at Iwo Jima would not have been possible
without the meticulous planning and support of the
U.S. Navy and U.S. Coast Guard. To be a shipmate during the
Battle of Iwo Jima meant to uphold the Navy’s core values of honor,
courage, and commitment to the highest standard.
It was common knowledge that the goal of Japanese General
Tadamichi Kuribayashi was to take as many American lives as
possible. Despite this, every U.S. servicemember willingly went into
battle to secure a victory for their homeland. They selflessly risked
their lives to protect others for the sole reason that it was their job.
This demonstration of true service can be described as nothing less
than honorable.
One of the specifications of courage put forth by the Navy is “to
make decisions and act in the best interest of the Department of
the Navy and the nation, without regard to personal consequences.”
Three days before D-day of Iwo Jima, a naval assault began to
destroy heavy installations commanding the landing beaches in
hopes of assisting in the safe landing and infiltration of the Marines
that were soon to come. More than 450 ships amassed off of Iwo

Jima while the H-hour bombardment raged on. Each of these ships
was manned by Sailors whose regard for their own safety was
pushed to the back of their minds as they focused on providing
direct support through supply efforts, medical care, and protective
naval gunfire. This commitment to protecting and aiding Marines
continued throughout the entirety of the 36-day battle.
The Coast Guard worked alongside the Navy to ensure the safety
and success of the Marines who were to land on the island. In
order to best serve the needs of our military during the era of
World War II, the Coast Guard took on an exponential amount
of additional responsibilities and expanded to a record 170,000
personnel serving in uniform at once. To be a Sailor meant
exhibiting a remarkable commitment as they regularly adapted to
positions in which they were uncomfortable. Not only were Coast
Guard LCVPs used extensively in amphibious landings during the
battle, but they were also used to carry the supplies and gear
necessary to support the troops. Additionally, they often turned
their own bunks into places of refuge for the injured.
Though the fighting spirit of the Marines is often regarded as the
cause of the victory, the battle of Iwo Jima could not have been
won without the support and cooperation of the Navy and Coast
Guard. The Sailors who served exceeded all expectations and
embodied the Navy’s core values. Many of them never walked on
the island, yet their impact was felt over every square mile.
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STEPHEN DECATUR, JR. NJROTC AWARD
Each year SNA presents awards to NJROTC cadets that possess a character reflecting the Navy's core values of Honor, Courage and
Commitment; demonstrate leadership potential; demonstrate an aptitude in NJROTC as evidenced by motivation, performance of duty
and military bearing and receives a "B" or better in NJROTC and a minimum of a cumulative "B" average in academic studies. Cadets
are nominated by their SNSI. Cadets receive a certificate and a ribbon or medal. This year we had requests from 280 schools worldwide.

CADET L/CPL YURI MONROY-HERNANDEZ
A Crawford Mosley High School
Lynn Haven, FL

CADET SGT GARRET BRACHO
A Crawford Mosley High School
Lynn Haven, FL

CADET PETTY OFFICER 2ND CLASS LONDON EDENFIELD
J.R. Arnold High School
Panama City Beach, FL

CADETS MICHELLE GEIGER AND KAYLA HEDDLESON
Central High School
Brooksville, FL
Presented by SNA Tampa Chapter President, CAPT Jim McTigue, USN (Ret)
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STEPHEN DECATUR, JR. NJROTC AWARD

CADET JACKSON REFSNIDER
Cherokee High School
Marlton, NJ

CADET EDWARD EMRICH
Cherokee High School
Marlton, NJ

C/SN DOMINIQUE MALLET
Johnson High School
Savannah, GA

C/SN KE'ANDRE BIGGINS
Johnson High School
Savannah, GA
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STEPHEN DECATUR, JR. NJROTC AWARD

CADETS RONALDO HERNANDEZ & JAMES KOSCHAK
Midland Valley High School
Graniteville, SC

C/PO3 PHOEBE DELA CRUZ
Milton High School
Milton, FL

*Presented by LCDR Jim Moore, USN (Ret) and HMC Lee Self, USN (Ret)

* Presented by SNA Gulf Coast Chapter President, CAPT Tom Daniel, USN (Ret)

C/ENS CALEB COLE
Milton High School
Milton, FL

C/PO2 MARIA VILLALOBOS CAMPOS
New Bern High School
New Bern, NC

* Presented by SNA Gulf Coast Chapter President, CAPT Tom Daniel, USN (Ret)

*Presented by LCDR Ron Fry, USN (Ret)
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C/LCDR RAY BENOIT
Picayune Memorial High School
Picayune, MS

CADET ZARIAH BRUMFIELD
Picayune Memorial High School
Picayune, MS

*Presented by COL Ray White, USMC (Ret)

*Presented by COL Ray White, USMC (Ret)

CADET ANDREW KRAUSE
Sterling High School
Somerdale, NJ

CADET CASEY REARDON
Sterling High School
Somerdale, NJ

*Presented by: CDR Eric Humphreys, USN (Ret)

*Presented by: CDR Eric Humphreys, USN (Ret)
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CADETS DANIELLE ABBOTT AND CHRISTIAN LONG
Summerville High School
Summerville, SC
* Presented by SNA Member, MKCS Heath Reid, USCG
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CADETS JOSEPH ORTIZ & CHRISTINA BINGHAM
Uvalde High School
Uvalde, TX
*Also pictured: Principal Randy Harris, Principal Isidro Escamillia,
& LT Paul Tidd USN (Ret)

CADET JUSTIN JOHNSON
Volunteer High School
Church Hill, TN

CADET NICHOLAS LUKSHA III
Volunteer High School
Church Hill, TN

*Presented by MAJ Steven D. Bickford, USMC (Ret)

*Presented by MAJ Steven D. Bickford, USMC (Ret)
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CADET SEAMAN JACOB ROBBINS
West Caldwell High School
Lenoir, NC
*Presented by CAPT Tom Swanberg, USCG (Ret)

QUOTES
"My sincere appreciation for the service you and SNA

"Thank you so much for always supporting us in recognizing

are providing our future Naval leadership. Despite all the

our young cadets. God bless you, your family and the SNA."

public pessimism regarding the next generation, our Navy
JROTC kids are amazing!"

-MCPO Eduardo David, USN RET
(Lutheran High School, La Verne, CA)

-LtCol Robert Rehder, USMC RET
(Sgt Eugene Ashley High School, Wilmington, NC)
"Central High School NJROTC appreciates your commitment
and support to our program and cadets."
"Appreciate the support, especially in this difficult year."
-CPO Barry M. Harvey, USN RET

-LCDR Christian Cruz, USN RET
(Central High School, Brooksville, FL)

(Cherokee High School, Marlton, NJ)
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SURFACE WARFARE HALL OF FAME
The individuals that comprise the Surface Navy Association's Hall of Fame are not the complete list of those worthy of such recognition.
They are representatives of all of our heroes, past and present, who have made an exceptionally significant contribution to the Continental
Navy, U.S. Surface Navy, U.S. Coast Guard or to Surface Navy Warfare, whether as a member of the armed services or as a civilian.

STEWARD’S MATE THIRD CLASS WARREN DEYAMPERT, USCG
1941-1943
Courage on Cutter Escanaba
Steward’s Mate 3rd Class Warren Deyampert, a crewman aboard the cutter
Escanaba, volunteered for the hazardous duty of rescue swimmer. On 3 February
1943, the Army transport ship, Dorchester had been torpedoed by a U-boat and
was quickly sinking. He and other rescue swimmers dawned state-of-the-art exposure
suits and plunged into the icy waters in the early morning darkness tethered to the
Escanaba. Deyampert spent nearly four hours in the water, swimming out and pulling
rafts in close to the ship, securing lines so that deck crews could pull them to the cutter,
and at times keeping helpless survivors afloat until they could put lines around them.
Often swimming close to Escanaba, the swimmers were in danger of being crushed
between life rafts at the ship's side. He kept helpless survivors afloat until they could
be secured with a line and hauled aboard the cutter. He also swam under the fantail
of the maneuvering cutter to keep floating victims away from the suction of Escanaba’s
propeller. All the while, he disregarded the danger to himself, trying to save as many
lives as possible. Deyampert perished later that year when Escanaba exploded and
sank. For his heroic service, Warren Deyampert was posthumously awarded the Purple
Heart and the Navy & Marine Corps Medals. A Fast Response Cutter will be named
in his honor in the coming ship build.

QUARTERMASTER FREDERICK H. FRANKLIN, USN
1871
Leadership During Capture of
Korean Fort Awarded MOH

Quartermaster Frederick Franklin serves on the crew of the Frigate Colorado during the Korean Expedition of 1871. Sailing through the
Ganghwa Straits on 11 June 1871, as part of a peaceful diplomatic mission to establish trade and political relations, as well as investigate
the destruction of the Merchant Marine Ship General Sherman, Colorado is fired upon by batteries of a nearby Fort. In the ensuing battle,
American ships launch a counter-attack with barrages of artillery fire, then charge and capture the forts. Franklin disembarks the Colorado
with Company Delta in an amphibious assault of a fort on Ganghwa Island. His Mission Commander, Marine Lieutenant Hugh McKee leads
the assault until he is mortally wounded. Immediately Franklin, sensing disaster, rallies his men, assumes command of the company and
successfully leads them to an attack that captures the fort. In successive engagements over the next few hours, Franklin continues to lead
his Company to successfully capture five Korean forts, thus securing victory for the Force in Ganghwa Island. For his valor and leadership,
Quartermaster Frederick Franklin is awarded the Medal of Honor. This is the first time it is awarded for actions in a foreign conflict.
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LIEUTENANT JUNIOR GRADE RUFUS G. HERRING, USN (RET)
1942-1947
Only SWO earning Medal of Honor during pre-invasion attack on Iwo Jima
On 17 February 1945 LTJG Rufus Herring commanded the gunboat landing craft
(LCI(G)-449) as part of the pre-invasion bombardment of Iwo Jima. Boldly closing the
strongly fortified shores under the devastating fire of Japanese coastal defense guns,
LTJG Herring directed shattering barrages of 40-mm. and 20-mm. gunfire against
hostile beaches, in support of Underwater Demolition Team swimmers, until struck down
by the enemy's savage counterfire which blasted the 449's heavy guns and whipped
her decks into sheets of flame. As the ship veered out of control, Herring regained
consciousness. Despite very serious wounds that left him gravely weakened, he made
his way to the pilot house and took the helm. Although unable to stand, he continued
to rally his men, and maneuvered & navigated the ship safely and tactically while
keeping it in action with the remaining 20-millimeter guns covering the swimmers. His
efforts protected and saved many of their lives and allowed them to complete their
mission. For his “conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity at the risk of his life above and
beyond the call of duty," he was awarded the Medal of Honor. Herring was promoted
to lieutenant in August 1945 after being sent back to the U.S. for hospitalization. In
April 1947, he was transferred to the retired list with the rank of lieutenant commander.
Rufus G. Herring subsequently returned to his hometown of Roseboro, North Carolina,
where he pursued a business career. He died on January 31, 1996

VICE ADMIRAL JAMES A. HIRSHFIELD, USCG (RET)
1924-1962
Navy Cross for action as CO of USCGC Campbell in WWII
James Hirshfield, Commander of the Coast Guard Cutter Campbell, on 22 February
1943, distinguished himself during a convoy battle on the North Atlantic during WWII.
As part of a convoy escort group that is attacked by German U-boat torpedoes,
Hirshfield’s cutter engaged six, forcing them to submerge, and damaging at least two.
His crew then recued 50 survivors from a torpedoed Norwegian tanker. As Campbell
rejoined the convoy, she detected a contact on radar, and made visual contact with
U-606 at the surface and Hirshfield directed his crew to ram the enemy boat, which
they did with a glancing blow. As the submarine slid past, his crew expeditiously
dropped two depth charges and point-blank fire that fatally cripple the enemy. The
two vessels are so close Hirshfield is wounded by flying splinters from the explosion.
Despite his injury, he remained in command throughout the action and subsequent
period. The Campbell sustained damage during the counterattack and is disabled by
a flooded engine room. Hirshfield directed repairs as well as the rescue and captured
several prisoners from the U-boat crew. Hirshfield earned the Navy Cross for his
inspiring leadership and the valiant devotion to duty, one of only six such awards
given to Coast Guardsmen during that conflict. He also received the Purple Heart and
the Distinguished Service Medal. Vice Admiral Hirshfield retired on 1 February 1962,
bringing to a close a career of nearly 39 years.
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MASTER’S MATE ROBERT T. KELLEY, USN
1863
Heroism in Battle

Master-At-Arms Robert T. Kelley, under the wartime alias Robert T. Clifford, is aboard USS Shokokon during the American Civil War, off
Wilmington, NC. On 22 August 1863, he led a landing party at New Topsail Inlet on a mission to destroy an enemy schooner. Despite
several geographic obstacles, Kelley successfully directs his men on portage of a dinghy across a significant neck of land separating the
sea from the sound. They launched the boat into the sound and approached the enemy from the rear. He then creeps into the rebel camp to
do reconnaissance and noted that the enemy outnumbered his party three to one. Despite the odds and relying upon surprise, he ordered
a charge, routing the enemy and capturing the schooner along with a quantity of supplies. For his bold leadership and heroism in battle,
Masters Mate Robert Kelly is awarded the Medal of Honor.

ROBERT SMALLS
1862-1868
Commandeered a Confederate Ship during the American Civil War
Robert Smalls was born into slavery in Beaufort, South Carolina. He freed himself,
his crew, and their families during the American Civil War by commandeering a
Confederate transport ship, CSS Planter, in Charleston Harbor, on May 13, 1862, and
sailed it from Confederate-controlled waters of the harbor to the U.S. blockade that
surrounded it. At one point he disguised himself as the ship’s Confederate Captain
and convinced harbor patrol boats to allow him through to access the open ocean. He
piloted the ship to the Union-controlled enclave in Beaufort-Port Royal-Hilton Head
area, where it became a Union warship. His valiant actions helped convince President
Abraham Lincoln to accept African American soldiers and sailors into the Union Force.
During the rest of the war, Smalls balanced his role as a spokesperson and Union Navy
captain on the Planter and the ironclad USS Keokuk, conducting 17 missions in and
around Charleston. After the war, Smalls was commissioned as a brigadier general in
the South Carolina militia. He returned to Beaufort and became a politician, winning
election as a Republican to the South Carolina State legislature and the United States
House of Representatives during the Reconstruction era. He purchased the plantation
where he served as a slave and lived the rest of his life there. Numerous schools,
facilities and monuments have been named in honor of Robert Smalls, including Camp
Robert Smalls and an Army logistics support vessel. Author Note: His status was very
much in question, sources state that Smalls did receive a commission either in the Army
(Second LT) or the Navy (Captain), but he was likely officially a civilian throughout the
war.
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RECOMMENDED READING
FROM THE DESK OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

2034 - A Novel of the Next World War
By Elliot Ackerman and ADM James Stavridis, USN (Ret)
REVIEWED BY EDWARD LUNDQUIST

What If There Isn’t a Happy Ending
In many “what if” military thrillers set in the not-so-distant future, we
can imagine what might happen following a series of cataclysmic
events. Usually, the good guy protagonists save the world just before
the bad guys destroy it. In the novel 2034 -- A Novel of the Next
World War by Adm. Jim Stavridis and Elliot Ackerman, we are left
to ponder just who the good guys are, and we are not spared the
destruction of a ship, or a task group, or a fleet, or even huge cities.
In a nuclear-armed world, nations who want to get their way have
powerful weapons at their disposal. When they have the will and the
means to use them, it’s up to the leaders and their imbued humanity
to hold back the more reckless among them to avoid unleashing the
unthinkable.
The characters come from different nations, cultures, and civilizations,
that dictate how they think and act. But some of them are part of
more than one culture, with both of them pulling on their loyalties and
sensibilities.
As a Supreme Allied Commander for NATO forces, Stavridis knows
the flashpoints around the world, and what it could take to ignite a
war. In 2034, we see what cyber-attacks can do to complex weapons
systems; how a surgical attack on undersea cables can shut down
global communications; and how sometimes the most low-tech solution
is the best way to survive in a high-tech battlefield environment. We
also see how pretexts can be cleverly employed to escalate situations
to the point of no return. Once a chain of events begins, it can be
very hard to stop it. It’s not impossible, but it takes doing something.
Inaction has enormous consequences.

them. The characters find themselves conflicted in their choices,
and in the subsequent choices they have to make afterwards. They
have to live with their consciences or die with them.

2034 deals with real people who find themselves in these surreal
circumstances. People who have served in the military or been
involves in national security or the geopolitical arena will identify with

2034 is an exciting story, with a plot that is both complicated yet
easy to follow, but perhaps difficult to swallow. What 2034 does
is make the reader think about the unthinkable.
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THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR CORPORATE MEMBERS
901D LLC

General Atomics Electromagnetic Systems

Advanced Acoustic Concepts, LLC

General Dynamics Bath Iron Works

Aerojet Rocketdyne

General Dynamics Information Technology

Amentum
American Defense International
American Systems
AMS Group, Inc.

General Dynamics Mission Systems
General Dynamics NASSCO

BAE Platforms & Services

Serco, North America
SimVentions, Inc.

HENSOLDT, Inc.

Aydin Displays

ScioTeq LLC

Gibbs & Cox, Inc.

Arete

Austal

Schaefer Electronics

Shock Tech, Inc.

Gryphon Technologies

Atlas North America

SAIC

General Tool Company

AMSC
ATI (Advanced Technonlogy Int'l)

Saab Defense & Security USA LLC

Hepburn and Sons, LLC
Huntington Ingalls Industries
In-Depth Engineering
Innovative Defense Technologies
Innovative Signal Analysis, Inc.

Sonalysts, Inc.
SSS Clutch Company, Inc.
ST Engineering North America, Inc
Strategic Insight, LTD.
Syndetics
Systems Planning & Analysis, Inc.
Tech-Marine Business, Inc.

BAE Systems Integrated Defense Systems

iXblue Defense Systems, Inc.

Technology Service Corporation

Basic Commerce & Industries, Inc.

Kongsberg Defense Systems

Teledyne Brown Engineering

BecTech
Booz Allen Hamilton
CACI International, Inc.
CAES

L3Harris
Leidos

The Boeing Company

Lincoln Military Housing

The Spectrum Group

Lockheed Martin Corporation

Collins Aerospace

ManTech International Corporation

Crowley Maritime Corporation
Cubic
Curtiss-Wright
Deloitte Consulting, LLP
Donaldson Aerospace & Defense

Thales Defense & Security

Leonardo DRS, Inc.

Capitol Integration
Comark Corporation

Textron Systems

Marotta Controls, Inc.
McKean Defense Group
Mikros Systems Corporation
Milcots, LLC
MSI - Defense Systems US Inc.
National Inspection and Consultants

Thinklogical, A Belden Brand
Thrustmaster of Texas, Inc
Training Resources Maritime Institute
Transhield, Inc.
Tri-Tec Manufacturing
Ultra Electronics Ocean Systems
United States Marine, Inc.
USAA

Fairbanks Morse Engine

NAVICOM Dynamics

Veterans United Home Loans

Fairlead

NCI Information, Inc

VSE Corporation

Fincantieri Marine Group
FLIR Systems
Frontier Technology Inc.
GasTec International Corporation
GE Marine
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NCS Technologies, Inc
Northrop Grumman - Maritime Systems
NOVA Power Solutions
Raytheon Missiles and Defense
Rolls-Royce Marine North America

VTG Defense
Wartsila Defense, Inc.
Whitney, Bradley & Brown, Inc.
WR Systems, Ltd.
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Basic Commerce and Industries (BCI) is based in Dahlgren where
we provide a variety of engineering and analysis support to
multiple DoD customers.
We are a lead Human Factors Engineering (HFE) company providing
HFE and HSI support to NAVSEA, NAVAIR and the Marine Corps.
We are a recent winner of the NSWC Dahlgren corporate Safety
contract. We continue our long term engineering support for
Aegis, Ballistic Missile Defense, NAVSEA Interoperability, training
support to the Center for Surface for Combat Systems (CSCS), also
in support of PEO IWS, PEO Ships, and PEO Aircraft Carriers.

CAES (formerly known as Cobham Advanced Electronic Solutions)
CAES redefines the digital battlefield. Fusing together radar,
missile and electronic warfare systems with today's advanced
technology and decades of engineering, production, and
sustainment experience, CAES enables customers to fully exploit
the electromagnetic spectrum. CAES custom design capabilities
span prototype to production, while our pioneering advanced
electronics provide innovative building blocks technology such
as antennas, radio frequency (RF) and microwave components,
modules, and subsystems.
By accessing the industry's most advanced and disruptive
technologies, CAES customers are able to outpace their adversaries
using the electromagnetic spectrum and directed energy. CAES
works as a trusted partner to ensure that our technology roadmaps
are in alignment; that our products integrate well for optimum
performance; and deploy modeling and simulation tools for design
optimization and development speed.
From high frequency through millimeter wave, operating across
the land, sea, air and space domains, our products and services
address the critical needs of the warfighter today and in the future.
www.caes.com
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Basic Engineering Concepts & Technologies (BecTech), a womanowned small business established in 1997, provides independent
expertise in engineering, management, lifecycle planning, missionbased systems engineering and technical support to Government
agencies and partner Navies. Our diverse, experienced, and
innovative workforce specializes in meeting the unique needs
of our US national security and international customers with the
highest quality independent support.
BecTech – because innovation is grounded in a solid understanding
of the basics! Visit us at www.bectech.com.

General Dynamics Mission Systems solves the toughest combat
systems and cyber security challenges for our Nation and its
allies. A trusted partner of the U.S. Navy, they are committed
to modernizing surface combatants for increased lethality and
survivability, increasing workflow capability and automation,
enhancing situational awareness, and providing efficient and
effective ship maintenance and modernization. Recent successes
include providing the integration work for the Naval Strike
Missile on Independence-Variant Littoral Combat Ships, as well
as equipping those same ships with the Knifefish surface mine
countermeasure mission package. Their expertise in integrating and
sustaining “Any Program on Any Mission System on Any Platform”
ensures our fleet will be able to successfully achieve their missions,
today and in the future. General Dynamics Mission Systems will
continue to partner with the U.S. Navy, making Platforms Smarter
and ultimately achieving a truly integrated all-domain force that
is lethal, distributed, and networked.
For more information about General Dynamics Mission Systems’
broad portfolio of capabilities, visit gdmissionsystems.com or
follow @GDMS on Twitter.
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ST Engineering North America is the U.S. headquarters of ST
Engineering, a global technology, defense and engineering group
with a diverse portfolio of businesses across the aerospace, smart
city, defense and public security segments. Based in Alexandria,
VA, it has major operations across 16 cities in 12 states and
employs about 5,000 people providing innovative products and
solutions to commercial and government customers across diverse
market segments.
Halter Marine, the marine operations of ST Engineering North
America, is based in Pascagoula, Miss., and is a leader in the
design and construction of medium-sized ships. Halter Marine
designs, builds and repairs a wide variety of vessels such as patrol
vessels, oil recovery vessels, oil cargo vessels, ferries, logistic
support vessels, auxiliaries, and research and survey vessels.

Thrustmaster of Texas, an American small business located in
Houston, TX, is currently supplying the Auxiliary Propulsion Units
(APUs) for the Independence (LCS-2) Class and the Constellation
(FFG-62) Class frigates. Thrustmaster is also working closely
with multiple American shipyards and naval architects to support
propulsion options for future US Navy surface platforms, including
T-ARC(X), LAW, NGLS and T-AGOS(X), as well as the US Coast
Guard WCC and OPC programs. The missions for these future
platforms require very demanding maneuvering accuracy which
can only be achieved with the addition of thrusters, be they
bow thrusters and/or fixed or retractable azimuthing thrusters.
Thrustmaster of Texas provides this full range of thrusters for
military applications and satisfies all current and future Buy
American requirements.

Teledyne provides innovative systems engineering, integration,
and advanced manufacturing solutions for defense and marine
applications. Teledyne has a wealth of experience with large,
small, manned and unmanned naval vessels to include design,
analysis, assembly, logistics, testing and maintenance. Our open
architecture platform and integration capabilities allow us to
incorporate countless sensors, systems and hardware into various
configurations, systems and vehicles. With manufacturing space
accessible worldwide along with our vast design capabilities
and over 60 years of experience, Teledyne Brown Engineering
possesses the resources and facilities to address needs from
concept to production.
Teledyne’s recent acquisition of FLIR offers customers a complete
package of integrated solutions with surveillance and detection
sensors, multi-domain platforms, and command and control
software, which enables the protection of critical infrastructure,
securing borders, force protection in hostile and remote areas, and
a myriad of solutions for difficult operational challenges.

Headquartered in Arlington VA, Technology Service Corporation
(TSC) is an employee-owned company providing engineering
services and products across radar systems, guided munitions,
space, algorithmic warfare, manned and unmanned platforms.
Our government customers include the US Military Services, the
Intelligence Community, and the Federal Aviation Administration.
TSC has eleven locations nationwide with four offices in the
Washington DC area. Silver Spring, MD, Dahlgren, VA, Washington
Navy Yard, and Crystal City, VA. Offices are responsible for the
development, integration, test and evaluation combat proven
capabilities in support of Program Executive Office, Integrated
Warfare Systems (PEO IWS), Naval Aviation (NAVAIR), Naval Sea
Systems Command (NAVSEA), and the Office of Naval Research
(NRL). TSC Dahlgren office provides program level support for
system certifications and system engineering in support of combat
readiness for naval capabilities and our Los Angeles office provides
forward-deployed ISR Services to the INDOPACOM region.
www.tsc.com
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NEW THREE YEAR MEMBERS
CDR Sam Barris USN

LT Jamie Greendyk USCG

LCDR Arthur Sciortino USN

EMC Philip Clark USCG

PO1 Ruelmark Javillonar USN

LT Chelsea Sheehy USCG

ENS Jacob Dennis USCG

LT Mary Mills USCG

CAPT Jennifer Sinclair USCG

CDR Tito Dua USN (Ret)

CPO Karl Mulleady USCG

LCDR Adam Turpin USN

MCPO Dion Dupree USN

ENS Shaun Nelson USN

CAPT Steven Werner USN

CPO Timothy Floyd USN

LT Alex Oswald USCG

OSCS Jeffrey Williams USN

CDR Russell Goff USN

LT Andrew Russo USCG

NEW LIFE MEMBERS
CWO3 Bill Bailey USCG (Ret)

CDR Joseph Heil USN (Ret)

LT Nicholas Pillari USN

CAPT Todd Boehm USN

CDR James Jarnac USCG

CAPT Hugh Rawls USN (Ret)

VADM Richard Brown USN (Ret)

CDR David Kenney USN (Ret)

LCDR Tyson Richards USCG

LT Andrew Canady USN

Mr. Jeffrey Maydosz

LT Kyle Smith USCG

Mr. James Davis

Col Jacob McFerren USA

BTCM(SW) Robert Van Horn USN (Ret)

CAPT Thomas Disy USN (Ret)

Mr. Robert Merchent

LCDR Raymond Waid USN

CWO3 Mark Fortune USN (Ret)

CDR Lenard Mitchell USN

RDML Dave Welch USN
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CHAPTER NEWS
Annapolis
PRESIDENT: CDR JOHN TOBIN, USN

"273 graduates start their Surface
Warfare careers"
On Friday, May 28th, 1,084 Naval Academy midshipmen
commissioned as officers in the United States Navy and Marine Corps
at the Navy and Marine Corps Memorial Stadium. Among them, 273
graduates will start their Surface Warfare careers, well prepared
to continue their Surface education at BDOC and JOOD before
stepping onboard their first ships. Their commissioning ceremony was
preceded with many festivities on the Yard, including Yard Patrol craft
tours, Blue Angels demonstration and various awards ceremonies. At
the Department of Seamanship and Navigation Awards Ceremony,
the Annapolis Chapter presented Joseph Weidemann the SNA
Outstanding Graduate Award, awarded to the SWO graduate with
the highest order of merit. He received a pair of binoculars as his
reward.

CAPT Bo Johns, the Senior Surface Warfare Officer at the Naval Academy,
presenting Joseph Weidemann the SNA Outstanding Graduate Award.
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Battleship IOWA
PRESIDENT: RADM MIKE SHATYNSKI, USN (RET)

"Battleship IOWA Museum fully open, planning our first face-to-face gathering of the
Chapter in 18 months"
California has lifted almost all COVID restrictions just in time for
summer! By the time you read this, we should be at “herd immunity”
in sunny Southern California. The Battleship IOWA Museum is fully
open, and we are planning our first face-to-face gathering of the
Chapter in 18 months. First thing on the agenda is our biggest party
of the year…Los Angeles Fleet Week!
LA Fleet Week will be “business as usual” over the Labor Day
weekend and our Chapter will be hosting a social gathering (and
SNA recruiting event!) aboard IOWA. Just like the last in-person LA
Fleet Week in 2019, the Chapter and guests will gather atop the
VIP platform on USS IOWA’s turret 3 for an exclusive viewing of the
headliner concert. We’re reaching out to all local Navy-oriented
organizations from the US Naval Academy Alumni Association to the
Navy League so that Surface Navy supporters can come aboard
and learn about our Battleship IOWA Chapter while “rocking”
aboard a battleship.
Many Chapter members stayed busy aboard IOWA throughout the
COVID-crisis. We focused on two key efforts in the past quarter, the
new National Museum of the Surface Navy at the Battleship IOWA
and the associated Veterans Support facilities. Since mooring in the
Port of Los Angeles almost 10 years ago, USS IOWA has become
a focal point for veterans and veteran organizations like American
Legion Post 61 and our own SNA Chapter. Now, the County of
Los Angeles has formalized the ship’s role as one of the County’s
Veterans Resource Centers and the CPO Mess and Berthing areas are
being transformed into veteran office and meeting spaces. Chapter
members are leading the effort to tear out and remodel the spaces.
The transformation that started at the CPO Mess isn’t stopping and is
extending forward into general berthing areas which will house the
Surface Navy Museum. By the way, be sure to “Save the Date” for
October 13, 2025 for our 250th birthday party and grand opening
of your Surface Navy Museum!

Three generations of the Canfield family gather aboard IOWA for a
historic enlistment ceremony.

Chapter member Dave Moser HTC USN (Retired) works to prepare spaces
aboard IOWA for the Surface Navy Museum.

We are also starting to plan for our next celebration after LA Fleet
Week which will be on the anniversary of the Battle of Leyte Gulf
in WWII. Our Naval Aviator counterparts in Southern California
celebrate the Battle of Midway aboard USS Midway. Aboard USS
IOWA, we have chosen to celebrate the Battle of Leyte Gulf, the
largest naval battle in history and the naval battle in WWII that
destroyed the Imperial Japanese Navy as an effective battle force.
If anyone wants to know how American sailors fight when they are
out-numbered, out-gunned, and have their backs against the wall,
they should learn about the naval battle off Samar when a handful
of American DD’s and DE’s took on a fleet of Japanese BB’s and
CG’s. It is a Surface Navy battle worth celebrating every October.
Finally, an extraordinary event was hosted aboard IOWA in late May
when three siblings enlisted in the US Navy. Michael, Jonathan, and
Rebecca Canfield were administered their oath by their grandfather,
Al Canfield CWO USN (Retired). Proud father and Chapter member
David Canfield ENC USN (Retired) organized and emceed the event.
The tradition of service remains strong aboard the Battleship IOWA.
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Chapter member Rick Abele CAPT USN (Retired) donates his time and
treasure to preserve the Surface Navy Museum’s artifact #1, the iconic
Battleship IOWA.
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Charleston
PRESIDENT: CAPT CLINTON CARLSON, USCG

"Presented NJROTC SNA Decatur Awards at Summerville HS"
The chapter would like to bid farewell to our current chapter president,
CAPT Adam B. Morrison, USCG as he departs Charleston to serve
as the Deputy at Coast Guard Cyber Command in Washington, DC.
The Charleston chapter is excited to welcome our new president,
CAPT Clint Carlson, USCG. Captain Carlson is no stranger to the Low
Country, nor the Charleston waterfront having previously served here
as he now takes over as the Commanding Officer of Cutter STONE.

Rinn emphasized how drills, exercises, and a commitment to
fundamentals ensured his shipmates performed well the day of
the attack. More importantly, a proper and consistent focus on the
people inside and outside his command, built trust and confidence
and inspired all people to put shipmates and the ship first and
foremost in everyone’s thoughts and actions before and after the
attack.

Now that we are starting to return to a sense of normalcy with
respect to COVID-19 impacts, the Chapter looks forward to planning
some in-person events. The chapter was able to send a presenter,
MKCS Heath Reid, to present SNA National’s NJROTC SNA Decatur
awards at Summerville High School in June.

Given that Coast Guard Cutter STONE is the newest National
Security Cutter to enter the Coast Guard’s fleet – the timing of this
presentation could not have been better. Men and women aboard
STONE continue to bring the cutter to life and have begun to write
the narrative of the cutter’s success. The themes of leadership and
preparation were well received by all in attendance.

Also, on April 15, 2021 the Charleston Chapter hosted Paul Rinn,
Captain U.S. Navy (Retired), aboard Coast Guard Cutter STONE.
Captain Rinn delivered a presentation to 30 active duty members (E2
to O6) representing Coast Guard Cutter STONE, Base Charleston,
and Sector Charleston. Captain Rinn’s presentation focused on his
time in command of USS SAMUEL B. ROBERTS (FFG 58) – particularly
regarding the events, circumstances, and follow-on actions after the
Frigate struck a mine in the Persian Gulf on April 14, 1988.

The Charleston Chapter would like to thank Captain Rinn for his
time and attention – but more importantly thank him and his crew
for service to our nation!
The chapter is looking for SNA Charleston members to fill the Vice
President and Secretary positions. If interested, please contact
communications@navysna.org

Though the presentation focused on this unfortunate incident at sea,
Captain Rinn’s overarching messages stressed themes of leadership
and preparation. Throughout the course of the presentation, Captain

Captain Paul Rinn, USN (Ret) speaks aboard Coast
Guard Cutter STONE.

Audience listens to Captain Paul Rinn’s presentation on his time in command of USS SAMUEL
B. ROBERTS (FFG 58).
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USS Constitution
PRESIDENT: CAPT BILL MAUSER, USNR (RET)

"Academic and Military Awards Presented to Midshipmen"
Each year the USS Constitution Chapter presents its Academic
and Military Excellence Award to deserving midshipmen from the
New England area universities who were selected for the Surface
Warfare career path, and who have demonstrated qualities of
strong leadership, teamwork, initiative, high moral character and
integrity. This year four awards were presented – the first at
Norwich University, Northfield, VT; the second for the Worcester, MA
consortium of NROTC unit schools consisting of the College of the Holy
Cross, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester State University and
Brown University (Providence, RI); and the third for the Boston, MA
consortium of NROTC unit schools consisting of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Harvard University, Boston University, Tufts University,
Boston College and Northeastern University. These three awards
were presented virtually. The fourth award is scheduled to be
presented on site at the Massachusetts Maritime Academy, Buzzards
Bay, MA, and will be reported in the next edition of Surface Sitrep.
Each awardee of the Academic and Military Excellence Award is
presented with a plaque and a three-year membership to the
Surface Navy Association.
On April 22nd CAPT Bill Mauser, Chapter President, CAPT Mike
Hennessey, Chapter BOD Member and NROTC Program Manager,
CDR Dave Robinson, Area NROTC Program Representative, CDR
John Benda, 76th Commanding Officer of the USS Constitution,
America’s Ship of State, and Chapter BOD member, and LT Tyler
Walden, SWO and Naval Science Instructor at Norwich NROTC
command presented the Academic and Military Excellence Award to
MIDN 1/C Benjamin K. Cusimano. MIDN Cusimano graduated from
Norwich University in May with a Bachelor of Science in Geology.
During his time at Norwich, he has served in several leadership
positions within the NROTC Battalion and Corps of Cadets. As a 1/C
Midshipmen he was hand selected to plan, coordinate, and execute
a full-day training exercise that included teaching our Midshipman
Damage Control as well as time using the COVE for practicing
Conning and UNREP and stationing on an Aircraft Carrier. Within the
NROTC Battalion he has served as a Company Commander and most
recently the Battalion Executive Officer. Within the Corps of Cadets,
MIDN Cusimano has served as the S-3 in the Academic Research
Outreach program and as Staff Sergeant in his company. He is a
Civic Scholar member, Honors Program member, and the former
President of the Relay for Life chapter at Norwich University. LT
Walden described MIDN Cusimano as “an outstanding midshipman
with proven academic excellence, dynamic leadership, and flawless
integrity.” After Commissioning, MIDN Cusimano will be stationed
aboard the USS Arleigh Burke (DDG-51), the lead ship of the Arleigh
Burke-class guided missile destroyers, homeported in Rota, Spain for
his first Division Officer tour.
On May 3rd CAPT Bill Mauser, Chapter President, CAPT Mike
Hennessey, Chapter BOD Member and NROTC Program Manager,
CDR John Benda, 76th Commanding Officer of the USS Constitution,
America’s Ship of State, and Chapter BOD member, and LT Nicholas
Nesbit, SWO and Naval Science Instructor at the NROTC consortium
command Worcester, MA presented the Academic and Military
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Excellence Award to MIDN 1/C Cullen Christopher Heath. MIDN
Heath is a native of Newburyport, MA and graduated from
the College of the Holy Cross having majored in International
Relations. At NROTC Unit, headquartered at the College of the
Holy Cross, he was the F19 Squad Leader for Alpha 1 (Honor
Squad), F20 Drill Master, Academic Officer and Training Officer.
He also tutored his peers in Arabic. His previous Battalion awards
include F17 Midshipman of the Month (Sep 2017) and F18
Martin P. Rimkus award for Military Aptitude. Outside NROTC he
participated in Club Lacrosse and worked as an ocean rescue
lifeguard. Following commission, MIDN Heath will report to the
USS PORTER (DDG 78), an Arleigh Burke class guided missile
destroyer, homeported in Rota, Spain.
On May 5th CDR John Benda, 76th Commanding Officer of the
USS Constitution, America’s Ship of State, and Chapter BOD
member, CAPT Bill Mauser, Chapter President, and CAPT Mike
Hennessey, Chapter BOD Member and NROTC Program Manager,
presented the Academic and Military Excellence Award to MIDN
1/C Madison L. Sargeant. MIDN Sargeant hails from Fort Worth,
TX, and graduated with honors from Boston University's Pardee
School of Global Studies with a Bachelor of Arts in International
Relations and a minor in Statistics. She held several leadership
positions in NROTC including Battalion Executive Officer for the
Boston NROTC Consortium. Outside of NROTC, she served as a
staff writer at Boston University's International Relations Review,
was part of the Pardee School Honors Thesis Program, interned
at the National Defense University's College of Information
and Cyberspace, and volunteered with Boston area charities.
Following commission, MIDN Sargeant will report to the Oscar
Austin (DDG 79), an Arleigh Burke class guided missile destroyer,
homeported in Norfolk, VA.

MIDN Benjamin Cusimano
Norwich University
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MIDN Cullen Christopher Heath
College of the Holy Cross

MIDN Madison L. Sargeant
Boston University

Douglas Munro
PRESIDENT: CDR KELLEE NOLAN, USCG

"Acting Deputy Secretary of Department of Homeland Security speaks to chapter"
The Douglas Munro Chapter of the Surface Navy Association held
two events on May 12th and June 9th.
We were fortunate to host Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
Acting Deputy Secretary David Pekoske, VADM (Ret), on May 12th.
This well-attended event at Coast Guard Headquarters, with nearly
50 attendees, included numerous other senior officer, such as ADM
Karl Schultz, the Commandant of the Coast Guard and enlisted
advisors. Acting Secretary Pekoske provided remarks and insight on
the value of Joint Operations between nations, services, and interagency partners, as well as the critical role that the Coast Guard
holds within DHS given its unique authorities and ability to operate
in all environments. He further discussed the ongoing enthusiasm, in
DHS and elsewhere, surrounding the Coast Guard’s current cutter
recapitalization programs.
The Douglas Munro Chapter also held a Cutterman’s Call at Coast
Guard Headquarters on Wednesday June 9th. The event included
coffee and donuts, along with a chance to trade sea stories now that
more members are shifting from a telework status to an in-person
posture at Coast Guard Headquarters. More than 35 members
attended!
With new ways to gather safely emerging each day, the chapter is
excited to hold more events in the future.

SNA members gather at Coast Guard Headquarters to share sea stories
over coffee and donuts on Wednesday, 9 June. Photo via LT Brian Hagerty
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Greater New York Chapter
PRESIDENT: CAPT DAVID REWKOWSKI, USN

" Top NROTC and USMMA Surface Warfare Awards Selected"
We are pleased to announce the recipients of the Chapter’s two the frontlines to do so.” He will be reporting to USS FARRAGUT
awards for the top NROTC and United States Merchant Marine (DDG 99).
Academy graduates who have been selected for Surface Warfare. ENS Cameron Brunick, of the United States Merchant Marine
ENS Timothy Kyle, of West Hartford, CT, is the New York City NROTC Academy, was the recipient of the Chapter’s annual Harry S.
Consortium recipient as the top graduate having been selected for Yagel Award, given annually to the top graduating Midshipman
Surface Warfare. ENS Kyle earned degrees in History and Political of the Academy selected for Surface Warfare. ENS Brunick is
Science from Fordham University, while participating in the NROTC originally from Virginia Beach, VA and graduated with a Bachelor
program and serving as the Battalion Executive Officer, helping to of Science degree in Marine Transportation (Deck Major). He
guide his unit through the pandemic to graduation and commissioning. will be reporting to USS STOUT (DDG 55). During his tenure at
Asked why he chose Surface Warfare, ENS Kyle responded, “. . . USMMA, ENS Brunick visited ten countries over 319 days at sea
because I want to be a part of some of the Navy's most important on U.S.-flagged merchant ships, crossed the equator twice, and
missions - from anti-air warfare to anti-piracy operations, the surface spent a month aboard USS BATAAN (LHD 5) for summer training.
fleet does it all. Of particular interest to me as a lifelong student He also volunteered as an EMT at the local fire department. The
of history and foreign affairs, is the dual role that SWOs and the Harry S. Yagel Award is named in honor of the late Harry Yagel,
surface fleet as a whole are often called to as not only warfighters a long-time supporter of the Merchant Marine Academy who, as
but diplomats and representatives of the United States abroad. I Chapter Treasurer, kept the Greater New York Chapter afloat
look forward to taking an active part in maintaining our rules-based almost single-handedly for a period of many years.
international order, and it's the surface warfare community that's on

ENS Tim Kyle Commissioning, Fordham University
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ENS Cameron Brunick with CAPT Daniel G. Straub,
USMMA Director of Naval Science

ENS Cameron Brunick and Family
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Greater Washington Chapter
PRESIDENT: CAPT BOB BRYANS, USN

"In Person Events are Back!"

Navy Yard. SNA GWC is inviting members to take advantage of
late-afternoon, 1600 start time, Nationals games throughout the
summer. Still to play are August and September games against
the Phillies, Blue Jays, Mets, and Marlins, respectively. Details for
joining up with other SNA members at these games will be posted
on the SNA GWC website.

Battle of Midway Commemoration, U.S. Navy Memorial, Washington,
Summer Golf – Laurel Hill Golf Club, 23 June 2021
DC, 4 June 2021
Sailors from across the Greater Washington Chapter commemorated The Greater Washington Chapter hosted our 2021 Summer golf
the 79th anniversary of the Battle of Midway at the Navy Memorial tournament on June 23rd at the Laurel Hill Golf Club. We had
on June 4th. RADM(Ret) Frank Thorp IV, President and CEO U.S. perfect weather for our 75 golfers to be on the golf course. In
Navy Memorial, said the mission of the Navy Memorial was to honor, memory of one of the chapter’s loyal golfers, Terry O’Brien, all
recognize, and celebrate, the men and women of the sea services, money collected from mulligan sales and beverage cart tips will
be divided between the Pancreatic Cancer Action Network and
and inform the public of the significance of the Battle of Midway.
the National Scholarship Program.
Vice Admiral James Kilby, Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for
Warfighting Requirements and Capabilities, N9, Office of the Chief The winning team was Matthew Burkhardt, Paul Marquis, Thomas
of Naval Operations, was keynote speaker. VADM Kilby told the Murphy and Stephen Pokora. The second-place team was Greg
World War II veterans in attendance, “It is an honor to follow in the Belanger, King Dietrich, Joseph Fortson and Will Roberts. Third
shadows of giants like you.” The Battle of Midway demonstrated “we place honors went to Chris Brandt, Thomas Nordby, Will Sigmon
did what we do best as Americans. We came together, we rallied and John Skarin. Closest to Pin honors went to Pete Russell and
behind freedom, the American way of life, our Constitution, and Longest Drive went to Greg Belanger.
pursued those who threatened it.” And of the men and women serving A huge thank you to our corporate sponsors: Austal, General
honorably today, he said, “Like heroes at the Battle of Midway, I can Dynamics Mission Systems., Huntington Ingalls Industries, ITE,
assure you they are ready to protect and defend Americans and our Lockheed Martin, and Raytheon Missiles & Defense. Our next
way of life. Most importantly, though, they possess the same resolve tournament is scheduled for October 6, 2021. Registration will
and unbreakable spirit that our heroes who have gone before us open in September.
possessed.”
Upcoming Events
LCDR Werner Reschmeier, who serves at OPNAV N96, observed, “It
Now that we can begin meeting again in person we have a
was truly humbling to be here among the veterans, especially those
number of SNA GWC events on the horizon. GWC members
who served either in the Battle of Midway or in World War II. They
should be on the lookout for news about the October 2021 Army
made tremendous sacrifices for our freedom.”
10-Miler (registration opened 14 June) and other races in the
Washington Nationals – Afternoon at the Park, Washington, DC, 16 Greater Washington area as well as some socials, lunches and
June 2021
the December annual Toys for Tots Holiday Social. As events are
SNA GWC members were spotted at the Washington Nationals game finalized, they will be added to the website events calendar at
on 16 June. The Nationals beat the Pittsburgh Pirates 3-1 on a sunny www.navysna.org
afternoon at Nationals Park, overlooking the historic Washington

Navy Ceremonial Guard during the Battle of Midway wreath laying ceremony at the Navy Memorial, 4 June. Photo courtesy of the Navy Memorial
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Greater Washington Chapter Photos

OPNAV N96, the Surface Warfare Directorate group celebrates the end of a great day on the golf course. (Top from left to right: CDR Lenard
Mitchell, LCDR Steve Terjesen, CDR Leonard Leos, LCDR Brad Feige, LCDR Andrew Stafford, LCDR Rob Molinaro, and Stu Badra
Bottom from left to right: RDML Paul Schlise, LCDR Annie Patterson)

SNA GWC Golf Awards Ceremony & Cookout

SNA GWC Golf Third Place Team – John Skarin, Thomas Nordby, Will
Sigmon. (Not pictured: Chris Brandt).

SNA GWC Golf First Place Team – Thomas Murphy, Matthew Burkhardt,
Paul Marquis and Stephen Pokora

SNA GWC Golf Second Place Team – King Dietrich, Greg Belanger,
William Roberts and Joseph Fortson

LCDR Dave Nicolas and LCDR Dan O’Neill, both from OPNAV N96, enjoy
an afternoon at the park, with family and other SNA GWC members.
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Gulf Coast
PRESIDENT: CAPT THOMAS DANIEL, USN (RET)

"NJROTC Awards Presented"

On May 27th, the SNA Gulf Coast chapter assisted in presenting a NROTC
scholarship to Cadet Kristen Finley who is attending Florida A&M. Sandy
Stimpson, Mayor of Mobile; Cadet Kristen Finley; CDR Sheree Williams,
USN (Ret) & CAPT Tom Daniel, SNA Gulf Coast President.

The Gulf Coast chapter president, Captain Tom Daniel, USN (Ret) presented
the SNA National NJROTC Decatur awards on May 25th at Milton High
School’s award ceremony.

Gulf Coast award winning NJROTC Cadets from Joint Army-Navy STEM
JROTC Camp @ Spring Hill College. Pictured from left to right: Cadets
Posey, former Mayor Michael Dow of Mobile, Cadet Patton, and Cadet
Johnson.

Hampton Roads Photos

Spring Golf Tournament
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Hampton Roads

In May’s Chapter Virtual Mixer, we heard from CAPT (Ret) Robert
“Bob” Bodvake, General Manager, Fairlead Boatworks. He
discussed the Fairlead portfolio, capabilities, opportunities and
offered insights into the ship repair industry within the Hampton
Roads area.

PRESIDENT: CAPT JAMES KIRBY, USN

"Welcome to Summer and the
Return to in-Person Events"
Howdy Hampton Roads Surface Warriors, Cuttermen, and Civilian
Mariners! It’s an exciting time as we welcome summer and the return
of “in-person” events. This past quarter saw a change in HPCON for
the area and establishment of a somewhat “new normal,” at least
for right now. So much to talk about, your Chapter has been very
busy with Virtual Mixers (one combined with the Mayport Chapter),
Annual Spring Golf Tournament, NJROTC SNA Awards presentations
at York High School, Princess Anne High School, Green Run High
School (virtual), “Norfolk 5” (virtual), and First Colonial (virtual), and
our first in-person social event – more to come. Looking forward,
we plan a return of our in-person Chapter Professional Luncheons at
Vista Point on the 3rd Thursday of the month.
April started out with a bang, really a shotgun start! First, I would
like to personally thank the organizations that sponsored our Spring
Golf Tournament and enabled it to be a great success. These sponors
include Aermor, Yorgo’s Bageldashery, Philadelphia Gear (Power
Systems by Timken), Wartsil, KCG (Klett Consulting Group), Virginia
Ship Repair Association, and HCSC. We had a good showing of
teams with everyone having a great day out on the course and
ultimately contributed a good amount to the National Surface Navy
Association Scholarship Fund.
For the April Chapter Virtual Mixer, we heard from CAPT (Ret)
Len Remias, Military Affairs Liaison, City of Norfolk about several
transition programs for military service members. Len provided a
great overview of the “HIRE VETS NOW” Fellowship Program and
DoD SkillBridge. These programs are key enablers for people
preparing to transition out of the service and the information is an
absolute must for leaders.

We closed out the quarter with a flurry of activity. In mid-June
we held our first in-person social event at Makers Craft Brewery.
The weather held out and we had a good showing for our first
in-person event since the pandemic started. Keep an eye out for
future social events at local establishments or send us a suggested
venue/event.
Our last event of the quarter saw achievement of one our goals
of having a virtual mixer with another chapter. Our June virtual
mixer had CAPT Richard “Mike” M. Meyer, Commodore, Surface
Squadron 14 as it’s guest speaker. Mike provided us with an
update on the Mayport waterfront and the changes in ships
homeported there. It was really great to gather with one of our
fellow SNA Chapters.
Save the date for the Annual Fall Golf Tournament! We have
scheduled the annual SNA Hampton Roads Chapter Fall Golf
Tournament for October 29th at Eagle Haven Golf Course on JEB
Little Creek.
See our website at http://chapter.navysna.org/new/
hampton-roads/. Also, follow us on our Facebook page - @
SNAHAMPTONROADS and Twitter page - https://twitter.com/
NavyRoads to keep up with our activities. We have also established
a LinkedIn group titled Surface Navy Association Hampton Roads
Chapter at https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8954514/ to
facilitate further networking for likeminded surface warriors. You
can reach us directly through e-mail at surfacenavyassoc.hr@
gmail.com, or come talk to one of the board members at the
monthly luncheon.

Makers Craft Brewery Event
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Key West
PRESIDENT: CAPT PAT CULVER, USCG

"Fair Winds and following Seas to LT James Martin, a key player in the chapter"
Reporting from the Southernmost SNA Chapter in Key West, Florida
we are happy to announce the departure of our esteemed and
dedicated Lieutenant James Martin. Happy? Yes, as he is off to
work for the Office of the Vice-President of the United States. James
was selected from a handful of exceptional candidates and is bound
for DC in late June. We will miss him and his wife Stevie’s warm
and engaging manner and professionalism and can-do attitude. LT
Martin was the catalyst in getting our chapter officially recognized
through a series of events aboard retired USCGC INGHAM moored

at the quay at the Mole Pier in Key West. He made it all happen
and we thank him. So “Thanks James!” Fair winds and following
seas and more importantly, see you back in Key West in two years
as you take command of your own fast response cutter. July will
see an event held aboard INGHAM and we’ll send out invitations
to all local commands as the time nears.

Mid-South
PRESIDENT: CAPT KEVIN KENNEDY, USN

"PERS-41 Team Kicking Off a number of Road Show Events"
NPC and PERS-41 are here to ensure all of your questions regarding
PCS and policies surrounding COVID-19 are answered. As the
policies continue to change, please reach out to your Detailer with
any questions you may have.
What an amazing first half of 2021! The SNA Mid-South Chapter
Members and PERS-41 team is excited to kick off our road shows
again, starting with Bahrain later in June. Other locations will follow
as COVID restrictions are mitigated and lifted. Emails and phone
calls are convenient – but nothing replaces the opportunity to speak
to you and address your questions and concerns in person.
The Department Head Board is upon us. You should have received
an email from us with the details of the boards and how to submit
any information that may be missing from your records. If you
believe you should have received an email, but did not, contact your
Detailer immediately. I encourage each of you to carefully review
your record and if you find an error or if something is missing, work
diligently to correct it. Details on how to submit FITREPs, awards,
official photos, or diplomas is on the NPC website. And, of course,
your Detailer is standing by to assist!

As COVID restrictions are lifting and our chapter members are
getting vaccinated, SNA Mid-South was excited to hold our first
social event in over a year! The chapter gathered at Mirimichi, a
local golf course in Millington, and held a 4-person scramble golf
tournament with drinks and food after the round. We were able
to meet and greet our newest members and say goodbye to those
transferring soon.
Please take a moment to read, and share with your Wardroom,
the latest PERS-41 Newsletter and Community Brief located on
our updated website. Both provide a vast amount of information
important to understand for your own career management.
Contact your detailer if you have any questions. Lastly, keep on
the lookout for updated PERS-41 detailer visits on social media!
On behalf of the entire Surface Warfare team here in Millington,
we consider it an honor to serve the finest officers our Fleet has
to offer. As always, we are standing by to answer any questions
you may have!
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Monterey
PRESIDENT: LT MATT SEARIGHT, USN

"Distinguished Visitors back on campus"
As another quarter comes to a close at NPS we wish those shipmates
who are graduating fair winds and following seas as they prepare
to rejoin the fleet! As Covid-19 continues to impose restrictions
affecting the academic and social environment of Monterey County
and NPS, we are excited about the levels of vaccinated student and
faculty population that will allow a greater distribution of classes to
commence on campus vis a vie distance learning. We are eagerly
awaiting the opportunity to once again be able to socialize with
shipmates as well as hosting distinguished visitors on campus.
Farewells:
Congratulations to this quarter’s graduates listed below. Best of luck
at follow on DH and BDOC schools, and beyond!
LT JC Hanisko, LT Collin Hust, LT Alex Kavall, LT James Kornowski,
ENS John Lee, LT Nate Males, LT Josh Mulanax, LT Michael Nugent, LT
Erick Samayoa, LT Waylene Sangcap, LT Stephen Wistner, LT Mark
Zirion and ENS Alex Yeiser.
Special mentions belong to LTs JC Hanisko, Josh Mulanax, Collin Hust,
and Alex Kavall for their theses and capstone projects being chosen
to present to VADM Roy Kitchener, COMNAVSURFOR, for excellence
in Surface Warfare related research.
Distinguished Visitors, Community Events, and Socials:
Naval Postgraduate School’s SECNAV Guest Lecture Series provides
the opportunity and platform for numerous influential personages
to address the NPS community on a recurring basis. This quarter’s
events included:

VADM Hill discussed the agency’s mission to develop, deliver and
sustain layered capabilities to defend the Unites States, deployed
forces, allies, and friends against missile attacks in all phases
of flight. A graduate of NPS Applied Physics and Ordnance
Engineering curriculum, Hill stressed the role of the evolving threat
in driving continuous improvement across the system.
Mr. Joseph Bryan, Senior Advisor on Climate to the U.S. Secretary
of Defense
Mr. Bryan spoke virtually to Naval Postgraduate School (NPS)
students, faculty and staff about “The Security Implications of
Climate Change,” and how the United States military and the
world can benefit from reducing carbon emissions.
RDML Lorin C. Selby, Chief of Naval Research
Chief of Naval Research Rear Adm. Lorin C. Selby spoke virtually
to Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) students, faculty and staff
about “Re-Imagining the Future Force,” and how the United States
military is changing and forging ahead in the modern era of
Great Power Competition.
Rear Admiral Selby also serves as the commander of the Naval
Research Enterprise, which includes the Office of Naval Research
(ONR), Naval Research Laboratory, ONR-Global and PMR-51.
He spoke about many of the large transitions throughout history
resulting from innovations. From early humans learning how to
preserve food and domesticate farm animals, to the invention of
steam engines and eventually wireless communication. He believes
that we are on the verge of the next big revolution in technology.

VADM Jon A. Hill, Director Missile Defense Agency

Pearl Harbor
PRESIDENT: CAPT KEN ATHANS, USN

"Chapter Sponsored a CPO/SCPO/MCPO Package Review"
The Surface Navy Association Pearl Harbor held several events this
past spring.
On March 11, 2021, the chapter hosted a Key Leader Engagement
event with RDML Dion D. English, Director, Logistics, Fleet Supply and
Ordnance.
Between March 8 – 19, 2021, the chapter partnered with the
Salvation Army to accept clothing donations. The chapter also
added some children's toys to the collection.
On March 25, 2021, the chapter sponsored a CPO/SCPO/MCPO
Package review that was open to all ratings. During the package
review Senior leaders advised others on future advancement
opportunities.
As COVID restrictions are being lifted, the chapter plans to host more
events in the future.
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RDML Dion D. English (right) speaks to the SNA Pearl Harbor chapter.
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Pearl Harbor Photos

CPO/SCPO/MCPO Package review materials.

CPO/SCPO/MCPO Package Review

Some of the toys and clothing collected at the SNA/Salvation Army
March collection event.
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San Diego
PRESIDENT: CAPT KURT SELLERBERG, USN

"Landmark Events Scheduled to Return in August"
As summer is upon us, the San Diego Chapter is in the midst of planning
our landmark annual events – the SNA Waterfront symposium and
the Admiral Prout Memorial Scholarship golf tournament. We are
working closely with SNA National and Commander, Naval Forces,
US Pacific Fleet on the Waterfront symposium, which will be held at
Naval Base San Diego on 25 and 26 August. It will have two days of
live and virtual events, vendor exhibits, discussion panels, and more
– stay tuned for the latest as the agenda is finalized.
The Waterfront Symposium will be followed by the annual Prout
Scholarship golf tournament, which will be held at the Sea and Air
Golf Course on Naval Air Station North Island on 27 August. Once
again, we’ve teamed up with the Anchor Scholarship Foundation so
that proceeds from the tournament can benefit both scholarship funds
for surface warfare veterans and their families. Please keep an eye
out for registration information for the tournament!

Looking back to last month, we were honored to present the
Stephen Decatur award to several deserving Junior ROTC cadets
from Chaparral High School. LT Ali DeLeeuw, the San Diego
Chapter Secretary, was able to make the trip up to Temecula to
recognize these outstanding students on 28 May.
Finally, we’d like to bid “fair winds and following seas” to our
Chapter Public Affairs Officer, LCDR Madisyn Hansen as she
transfers to US Fleet Forces Command in Norfolk, Virginia.
Madie has been the driving force behind our Chapter social
media accounts, website updates, and getting the word out to the
membership about our events. We would also like to welcome her
relief as San Diego Chapter PAO, LT Meagan Barron, currently
stationed at Naval Surface and Mine Warfighting Development
Center headquarters. Welcome aboard, Meagan!

With all these exciting events approaching, please bookmark
Now that in-person events are back, we’re proud to have our next our site at http://chapter.navysna.org/new/san-diego/. Look
Surface Warrior Join-Up social hour scheduled for 29 July 2021. forward to seeing our San Diego waterfront shipmates at the JoinWe’re still working on reserving a venue, but it is looking like a great Up, Symposium, and golf tournament!
opportunity for those on the San Diego waterfront to reconnect with
old shipmates while enjoying some great food and refreshments!
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Missed one of SNA’s Continuing the
Conversation interviews? Check out our
Facebook page at facebook.com/navysna to
watch one of the past interviews.
DATE

TOPIC

7/14/2021

New Surface Force Master Chief of SURFPAC

6/10/2021

Loy Institute and Eclipse Legacy Foundation

3/17/2021

Honoring Women's History Month

3/3/2021

George Sirian Award Winner

1/28/2021

USCG Women at Sea

1/15/2021

SNA What's in it for Me?

1/13/2021

Navy Heritage Iwo Jima

1/13/2021

US Coast Guard District 7

1/12/2021

National Museum of the Surface Navy

1/11/2021

Chairman of SNA

12/1/2020

Sea Attractiveness

9/23/2020

Remembering Katrina

8/6/2020

Diversity in CG

Have a speaker or topic you would
like to suggest, submit a request to
communications@navysna.org or
visit us online:
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PUGET SOUND
CDR Timothy Long, USN

SAN DIEGO
CAPT Kurt Sellerberg, USN

SASEBO
CAPT Rich LeBron, USN

TAMPA BAY
CAPT Jim McTigue, USN (Ret)

NATIONAL CUTTERMEN

WASHINGTON, D.C

CAPT John Driscoll, USCG

CAPT Robert Bryans, USN

NEWPORT
CAPT Alexis Walker, USN

YOKOSUKA
CAPT Charles Sargeant, USN
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MEMBERSHIP POINTS OF CONTACT
ANNAPOLIS
LT Michael Chambers, USN
chambers@usna.edu

ARABIAN GULF
LT Theodore Miller, USN
theodore.miller@me.navy.mil

BATH, MAINE
CDR David Patch, USN (Ret)
dapatch@roadrunner.com

BATTLESHIP IOWA
RADM Mike Shatynski, USN (Ret)
communications@navysna.org

BAY AREA
LCDR Christopher Klein, USCG
Christopher.j.klein@uscg.mil

CHARLESTON

GREAT LAKES
Vacant
communications@navysna.org

GULF COAST
CAPT Thomas Daniel, USN (Ret)
communications@navysna.org

HAMPTON ROADS
CAPT Robert Warner, USN (Ret)
warnerrs@aol.com

KEY WEST
TBD
communications@navysna.org

MAYPORT/JACKSONVILLE
LT Linzie Bogan, USN
linzie.f.bogan.mil@navy.mil

MIAMI/FT. LAUDERDALE

OS2 Grayson Hulan, USCG
grayson.w.hulan@uscg.mil

snamiamiftlauderdale@gmail.com

CONSTITUTION

MID-SOUTH (Memphis, TN)

CAPT Ramon O’Hara, USNR (Ret)
compassrose032@gmail.com

DAHLGREN
CDR Ernest Swauger, USN (Ret)
swauger@usa.net

DOUGLAS MUNRO ANACOSTIA
CDR Phillip Crigler, USCG (Ret)
phillip.a.crigler@gmail.com

GAETA/NAPLES
communications@navysna.org

LT Charles Klatt, USN
charles.s.klatt@navy.mil

MONTEREY BAY
LT Matt Searight, USN
matthew.searight@nps.edu

NATIONAL CUTTERMEN
CAPT John Driscoll, USCG
communications@navysna.org

NEWPORT
newportsna@gmail.com

NEW LONDON
CDR John McTamney, USCG
john.m.mctamney@uscg.mil

NEW YORK
CAPT David Rewkowski, USN
david.rewkowski@gmail.com

PEARL HARBOR
SCPO Alexander Magbag, USN
alexander.magbag1@navy.mil

PHILADELPHIA
RADM Joseph Hare, USNR (Ret)

PUGET SOUND
CDR Timothy Long, USN
timothy.j.long@navy.mil

SAN DIEGO
CAPT Pat Marvil, USN (Ret)
pmarvil@sbcglobal.net

SASEBO
Vacant
communications@navysna.org

TAMPA BAY
CAPT Jim McTigue, USN (Ret)
jjmctigue@msn.com

WASHINGTON, D.C
communications@navysna.org

YOKOSUKA
LT Anthony Haywood, USN
anthony.haywood@ddg56.navy.mil
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If you would like to submit an article or have any suggestions please email us at sitrep@navysna.org!

HISTORY OF SNA
Surface Navy Association (SNA) was incorporated in 1985 to promote greater coordination and communication
among those in the military, business, and academic communities who share a common interest in Surface Warfare while supporting the activities of Surface Naval Forces.

MISSION
We are an Association at the center of Surface Warfare. We provide our members support, programs, & various
activities that enable professional growth, personal satisfaction, and camaraderie.

PURPOSE
•

Recognizing the continuing contributions of the United States Navy & Coast Guard’s Surface Forces in regards
to the security of the United States

•

Showcasing professional excellence within the Surface Naval Forces

•

Dealing with the challenges that are faced as Surface Naval Forces in regards to National Security

•

Nurturing communication among military, academic, and business communities

•

Enhancing and Preserving the Heritage of Surface Naval Forces

•

Providing forums on professional matters affecting Surface Naval Forces and the United States Navy and
Coast Guard

